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INTRODUCTION

One of the most difficult problems facing the Army during this

decade is development ot a peacetime force comprised of units that will

be effective during conflict. The Army has three functions in

maintenance of U S. national security. prevention, control, and

termination of conflict or war.' For each of the functions an effective

fighting force is imperative. In the case of prevention, azumed

effectiveness may deter an adversary from taking actions that could lead

to conflict. Vhen a dispute makes conflict likely, the Army must control

the situation and restore conditions that are conducive to peace. If

conflict begins, the Army must terminate the war under conditions

favorable to the U.S.:

Because of congressional perceptions that there is a reduced threat

and an increased public interest in social concerns, military budgets are

projected to be significantly smaller and the Army will decrease in size.

During recent years, national defense requirements have been met by a

force comprised largely of reserve component units. This is especially

true of the Army where more than half of the force is in the National

Guard or Army Reserve. The Army will continue to depend on those part-

time soldiers in the future because budgets will surely decrease This

discussion will focus on how Army planners can predict unit combat

effectiveness prior to employment. Differences between active and

reserve units require a system that both allows for that variance and

rates units according to a common standard. A framework and evaluation

method for assessment of units' combat capabilities will be proposed.



EFFICIENCY VERSUS EFFECTIVENESS

In assessment, Army programmers must consider both efficiency and

effectiveness. Efficiency is an ability to perform missions at minimum

acceptable cost. Effectiveness relates to having decisive or desired

impact in a situation. Admittedly, the distinction between these two

t.rms is fine but. effectiveness is less concerned with cost and more

with impact, which is a vital difference. Historically, we have been

able to determine effectiveness of units and the Army only within actual

conflict.

Congress has been willing to pay for military operations required to

safeguard national intexests. but less willing to resource military

forces in times of diminished threats Efficiency is more closely linked

with peacetime preparation when limited resources require concern about

costs. "Mission accomplishment" is frequently used as a measure of

success. In this peacetime environment, mission accomplishment can mean

minimally meeting prescribed requirements for a particular training

mission.

Of course, both considerations are important. Measures of

effectiveness cannot ignore costs. Losses in personnel and materiel may

preclude later missions or tasks. Ieaders must be concerned with both

efficiency and effectiveness during training or employment and be able to

assess units' quality prior to employing them in support of national

oblectives.

MEASUREMENT OF EFFICIENCY
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InformatLon about unit efficiency is abundant Almost no detail

about unit performance is too small t.o report Much of this information

iz produced to satisfy the immediate chain of command but is not

available to force planners. Data reported through the chain of command

concerns quality of training, personnel management, support, and use or

resources. Budgetary management, another part of the training equation.

Is wonsolidated at various command levels. Appropriately, major unit

commanders allocate their resources to generate the best possible corps

or diviion Those commanders determine developmental requirements for

individual units and apportion resources to achieve maximum benefits.

There is some unit information available to senior leaders That

data is contained the Unit Status Report (USR) that all units file and

FORSCOM 1-R for reserve component units.

Unit Status Report

USR is primarily an efficiency measurement that depicts personnel,

equipment. and training status of units. 4 Active units submit USR's

mon'hlv National Guard and Army Reserve units are required to report

semiannually, but National Guard Bureau has chosen to report Guard units'

status quarterly.

Personnel ratings take into account the number of soldiers assigned

to each unit as compared to wartime requirements Additionally, turnover

of personnel is reported.5

Separate calculations for three elements are combined to determine

the overall personally rating. First, available strength is derived by

comparing the number of assigned personnel with required strength

Trained strangth is then developed by determining the number of soldier'

3



that are qualified according to Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) for

the positions they hold as shown in the unit's MTOE. Third. senior grade

availanle strength is determined by comparing the number of trained

individuals in the grades of E-5 and higher to MOTE requirements For

each of the factors, a level rating is found by ccnsulting tables

published in AR 220-1 and the lowest is reported as the unit personnel

rating '

This composite personnel rating is straightforward and simple to

calculate However, it only covers those items that are easy to measure

and disregards other important factors. Unit morale, cohesion, and

quality of leadership should be considered. Also. USR personnel ratings

are not predictive, These assessments really show how well the Army

support system has filled active units with nominally trained individuals

or how well local commanders in reserve component units have recruited

and whether institutional training spaces were available for their

soldiers

The second USR rating category is equipment on hand (EOH) This

compares the total of specific equipment items in a unit with wartime

requirements. EOH level is the percentage of equipment categorized as a

pacinig item or Equipment Readiness Code *A" (ERC-A) available in a unit.

Pacing items are the most important equipment items, without which. a

unit cannot accomplish its mission. Training and Doctrine Command

specifies which equipment systems are pacing items or ERC-A in the Table

of urganization and Equipment that is used to build individual KTOE's

After consulting AR 220-1. the lowest level rating for a pacing item or

overall ERC-A fill is reported as the unit's composite EOH

4



It seems that EOH is a clear depiction of essential equipment

There are two policies that have made the rating questionable First is

the practice of substituting similar items for unavailable equipment

Items that are issued in lieu of other equipment fulfill operational

requirements according to AR 220-17 and Headquarters. Department of Army

publishes a list of items that are authorized as substitutes

Consideration of differing equipment capabilities when authorizing one

item in lieu of another is a difficult proposition and. at times.

substitute items are not completely effective. If authorized substitute

items significantly degrade a unit's ability to perform wartime missionzs

the unit commander is required to comment in the remarks section of his

USR.' In practice. many higher level resource decisions are made without

regard to comments contained in the remarks section of USR

Second is a problem involved with the practice exempting Line Item

Numbers (LIN) from readiness reporting. Major commands have had

authority to exempt certain LIN's from reporting. These were generally

modernization items of equipment, programmed to arrive in the unit or

equipment new to a unit because of changes to the MTOE.'

Because of both policies, the EOH rating may not depict unit

readiness accurately. Recently. as a result of observations about

determination of unit readiness during Desert Shield/Storm, Department of

Army has stopped approving non-reportable LIN's. This will help improve

the accuracy of status reporting but does nothing to offset diminished

capability caused by substitution of less effective equipment Also.

like the personnel rating. EON only reflects how weil the Army support

system has equipped units

S



The iISR also reports Equipment Readiness (ER). This rating combines

the effects of EOH and the maintenance status of that equipment and

compares the amount of equipment that. is operationally ready to wartime

requirements. Commanders use the number of days in a reporting period

that pacing items and ERC-A equipment are considered mission capable to

determine the unit's ER level. " ER has significant value in showing the

efficiency and effectiveness of maintenance.. but, it does not consider

the effectiveness of unit and support maintenance when the unit is

conducting operations.

The final portion of USR reporting concerns training data. This

rating shows a unit's ability to perform its wartime missions according

to the standard of Mission Essential Task List (NET!).' 1 Ihen

considering his training rating, a commander should take into account all

of the unit's training events and other intangible factors such as

cohesion, morale, and leadership effectiveness. The commander also

determines how many training days would be required to overcome unit

deficiencies The USR training rating is the most subjective element

because commanders must evaluate some things that are hard to quantify

and the rating is not determined by a formula as in the case of EOH, ER,

and Personnel.

Also, commanders can choose to upgrade or downgrade their unit's

overall rating, based on intangible factors. Some higher level staff

officers do not consider upgrades credible. For this reason, many timet..

training information and the reuarks section are completely disregarded

when making higher level decisions.
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USR is one of the few means currently available for assassing unit

capabilitv Reports have a retrospective focus, especially in personnel

data and equipment on hand. This rearward look, as stated in AR 220-1,

can help higher headquarters to anticipate trends and identify problem

areas that must be improved. In spite of positive uses for USR, a

conclusion must be drawn that the report does not provide much

information useful in predicting which units will be successful in

combat USR depicts the efficiency of army systems and unit actions but

not a unit's capability or effectiveness.

FORSCOM 1-R

Another unit level report that is available to senior leaders is the

Forces Command l-R. This report is completed by the chief of an

evaluation team assessing reserve component units during their annual

training period. The 1-R captures some statistical data like the USR but

has a different focus, especially in the area of training evaluation.

Analyses of unit training, as shown in 1-R reports, have the purposes of

identifying unit strengths and weaknesses and assisting commanders in

development of future training programs, determination of additional

assistance and training resources necessary, mobilization planning, and

post-mobilization training planning. Evaluation comments are intended to

focus on whether training is effective, if the unit is learning to

perform wartime tasks, and vhbt can be done to iaprove meaningful

training.'

While it is a very valuable training management tool, 1-R has little

predictive value One major problem with 1-R re-sults is composition of

the evaluation team Teams are comprised of personnel that are available
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to the commander responsible for the evaluation Although these people

are actually involved in unit operations daily and likely the best

qualified in the Army to evaluate performance, the team lacks continuity

It is assembled for one evaluation and is generally disbanded aftervards

Additionally evaluation teams are used for only reserve component unit

assessment.

Team makeup varies widely Based on personal experience teams can

have as many as one officer and NCO per platoon, a similar number of

evaluators at company level, and a number of staff and support personnel

to monitor activities of the battalion as a whole. The other extreme

(the same battalion one year later) was two evaluators, a Major and a

Sergeant E-5. The number of evaluators is a function of resources

available and other missions assigned to the commander responsible for

the evaluation In most cases, teams number somewhere between the

extremes shown here This disparity shows that there can be significant

variation in quality of assessment in 1-R reports. Even under the

assumption that individual evaluators are very highly qualified,

assessments made by smaller teams cannot be as accurate as those by

larger teams. Smaller teams do not have time available to fully consider

all unit activities.

Training evaluations are written in narrative form. This is

appropriate because there is a wide variance in training missions among

units of the same type. As with other narrations, the personal writing

skills of the individual completing the report make some evaluations a

better depiction of events than others. Also, in some cases, the written

evaluation submitted as part of 1-R is different from the oral evaluation

8



given by the chief evaluator to battalion or unit leaders. Writing

;skills. as mentioned before, could be one reason. Second there may be

some elements that are judged to be below the threshold in interest to

higher level commanders. Third, through observation of improvement

during an annual training period, some evaluations have been inflated

Finally. evaluations tend to focus on core requirements rather than

METM This results in a complaint that the narrative is often

inadequate for unit use as a guide in future training and training

management

Finally, the 1-R was not designed as a measure of readiness or a

vehicle for comparison of units, but some leaders use 1-R for these

purposes. This leads to a conclusion that leaders see a need for some

tool to be used in assessment of unit readiness.

Because of the shortcomings listed and lessons from Desert

Shield/Storm. CINCFOR is studying new methods for assessing training

status of units and conducting reserve component training The

initiative for improvement of training reserve units is called Bold

Shift.

Bold Shift

Bold Shift is to be fully implemented by FY 93. The central concept

is an effort to shape the rerve component force in preparation for an

era of contingency missions. Bold Shift will focus on benefits from high

pay-off programs, especially relating to high priority units, and will be

incentive dr2ven.14

Bold Shift has seven programs.



I Regorganize/Realign aims at strengthening unit

capabilities through force structure actions that take demographics,

training, and command and control into account during current force

structure reductions.

2 Operational Readiness Exercises (ORE) are focused at

company level and below. They are projected to reinforce battle focus

and provide assessment of mobilization readiness One standard is to be

used for active and reserve component units and evaluation teams will be

comprised of active, National Guard, and Army Reserve personnel I'

3. Soldier training is to be improved through better

management of resource allocation, programming of individuals, and

quality training.

4. Unit training will be managed to ensure that units train

at the right level t•sed on each unit's needs and to enhance leader

development

S. Leader training is planned to develop leaders with better

skills. knowledge and presence through use of existinS institutional

training courses with some modification.

6. Training involvement of the wartime chain of command will

be strengthened, both in training planning and in support cf c.raining

requirements.

7. Support (full time) modifications will be recommended in

an effort to improve effectiveness.L"

Another initiative under development by FORSCOM is the Training

Assessment Model (TAX)"' TAX is to be used in conjunction with Bold

Shift to improve training quality and assessment. It will replace I-R

10



and have the benefit of focusing on METL The developers hope that TAX

will generate a more accurate picture of unit training readiness. Some

of the model's elements will be usable as a cross check to ensure

validity of USR's but foremost in its objectives is to support the Bold

Shift training model in assessing ORE's

Use of TAM at unit level will allow a more responsive assessment of

training. TAX is to be used as part of a continuing process.

Assessments are to be modified as events occur during a training year.

This is a fundamental change and significant improvement over the static

snapshot provided by I-R which has no update until the following annual

training period. The model was also designed to support recording of

formal evaluation results and can be used as a data source to spot

problems and help to focus resource use.

TAM will include information that is not generally available now.

Some examples are the amount of turnover in key positions such as squad

leader or tank commander/gunner combinations, the amount of sustainment

training crews perform in COFT, and the number of qualified crews versus

assigned. A number of other indicators will be included to make TAM more

usable in rating and differentiating individual units. The report will

be automated which will allow leaders to develop a statistical picture of

all similar units.

There are however, some issues with TAM. First it is aimed at

evaluation of reserve component units. Even though FORSCOM says it will

be used for active units, that use may be for validation of the model

rather than assmesment of all army units. For TAK to be a valid

11



indicator in assessment of Army training systems, it should be used to

assess both active and reserve component units routinely

Initially, and possibly longer term, because of resource

constraints, TAM will be used to assess only high priority, early

deploying reserve component units. This concept, although probably

resource driven, is flawed. One of the stated goals in Bold Shift i- t,

eventually apply the concept throughout the Total Army The program

should be applied across the priority spectrum to generate an evaluation

of the entire force.

Although training time available, resources, and distractors can be

different for active than reserve component units, the standard against

which all units must be rated remains the same. That standard is the

capabilities of enemy units against which the Army may be employed The

best possible unit training evaluation would be based on the most capable

possible adversary and used to evaluate units regardless of component.

TAX, as in the case of 1-R, is likely to be used as a score card

In some ways that is not so bad. Any assessment will be used for rating

one unit against another at times. Keeping score, however, is not one of

the objectives in development of TAM nor was :'.t in development and use of

1-R. Both vehicles were intended to assist in planning training Vhen

an assessment tool is used as a scoring device, results are viewed

differently by evaluators and evaluated units. Because more importance

can be signified by the bottom line score, comments can become less

objective and some of the assessment value will be lost.

USR. 1-R, and TAM fall short as predictive tools for measuring

combat effectiveness. As measures of efficiency and planning tools they

12



each have considerable value to Army leaders. However, it appears that

the Army would need to make significant changes or devise a new system to

allow prediction of combat effectiveness.

MEASURING EFFECTIVENESS

"Predicting how well a particular unit will perform in combat has.

been viewed by many as impossible. Notionally. standards that must be

considered are units' abilities to mobilize, deploy, perform operations,

and sustain themselves in combat. The process of determining these

standards should be focused on factors that have direct application in

each of these event- A reporting process must be instituted that allows

decision makers to determine which units mobilize when events require

military action

Effective mobilization is a function of peacetime preparation and

includes all administrative requirements relating to personnel,

maintenance of equipment in a combat ready posture, and training

individuals and units according to Army doctrine. All army components

conduct tests periodically to determine units' mobilization status. For

active, Army Reserve, and high priority National Guard units they are

called Emergency Deployment Readiness Exercises (EDRE). For other

* National Guard units the tests are named Mobilization Operational

Deployment Readiness Exercises (NODRE).

EDRE's are unannounced tests of plans, procedures, readiness to

deploy, and training. EDRE provides a cross check of USR data by

evaluating some of the same criteria and highlighting substantive

differences. ' MODRE's are not employed as effectively for other than

13



high priority National Guard units A MODRE involves inspection of

policiec and procedures but stops short of actual deployment and

assessment of training level. Twu reasons why the Guard system is

different and why a full EDRE cannot be performed in some Army Reserve

units are that mobilization without warning can have negative effects on

soldiers' jobs and, in some cases, organic or support transportation does

not exist to fully test load plans.

Deployment considerations include type and quantity of equipment and

readiness of units to perform combat missions, but the focus is more on

ability of the U.S. or any future coalition to move units in a timely

manner Vhile Desert Shield/Storm was successful and large quantities of

materiel were moved into the Persian Gulf with unprecedented speed,

shortfalls in strategic lift were exposed as well. Congress has

discussed increasing the amount of operationally ready strategic sealift

but shortfalls will remain even if the current initiative is approved

Performing and sustaining unit operations in combat is most critical

to the nation and the logical and to actions of the other elements As

shown previously, in peacetime there is no system to evaluated a unit's

ability to perform combat operations effectively. In the past we have

been able to determine whether a unit in any Army component was indeed

combat ready only after it had actually been engaged in conflict This

is not desirable and could be dangerous in the future when decreased

budgets result in a smaller Army.

Measurement of a unit's ability to perform its missions is really

dependent upon the same items reported in the current USR with some

additions First, consider equipment. Operational readiness of

14



equipment is reported in USR: however, equipment capability is not An

armor battalion equipped with M-60A3 tanks cannot have the same potential

as one equipped with M-1A2 This notion of equipment capability was

studied during 1988-89 at Department of Army resulting in "Saber," a

computer model that compares units' generic METI with current equipment

For example, a maintenance unit equipped to support M1I3's would not be

capable of supporting M2/3 Bradleys because at lacking appropriate toois.

test, measurement, and diagnostic equipment (TTMDE) Saber generates a

red, amber, or green rating for each unit, focusing on pacing items,

those pieces of equipment most vital for a unit to accomplish its

mission. To some extent Saber uses a rating by exception. taking the

lowest rating generated by any particular piece of equipment and applying

that rating to the unit as a whole as is done in the USR. Evaluation of

unit capability through Saber is somewhat subjective but more scientific

than any other evaluation available at the time. Saber also lacks an

effective mechanism to differentiate unit capabilities within the three

broad categories: gree. amber, and red. Saber is only a test concept

and works well enough within its limitations but is not in current use at

Department of Army. There is no syste-m in current use for assessing

relative differences in units' equipment capabilities.

USR and other assessment devices measure the number of equipment

systems that are combat ready while sitting in a motor pool or unit

supply room This rtatic readiness indicator results in a different

quantity of ready equipment than would be fully operational after some

time in combat. Further, it is an inadequate measure of the capability

to sustain operational readiness. This disconnect relates to how

is



o'quipment. is maintained during peacetime and how that peacetime

maintenance program is different than during actual employment.

For reasons of efficiency and effectiveness, at times peacetime

maintenance is accomplished by organizations that would not provide the

same service during war. For active component units, some support is

provided at installation level. Reserve component units have soime

support provided by Mobilization and Training Equipment Sites (MATES) and

other equipment storage facilities. USR does not test all supporting

maintenance capabilities that would be required during war.

There are justifiable efficiency reasons for peacetime maintenance

structure but, because those organizations exist, evaluation of

capabilities in units that must provide the same service during wartime

is not good enough. While it is true that each of the support units has

established METL to guide its training, and Desert Shield/Storm proved

combat support and combat service support units very capable, the current

system of unit assessment does not test a unit's ability to sustain

maintenance operations in combat conditions. The training centers come

c:losest to testing sustainment actions; but. even there some artificial

forces are at work. Examples are additional support emphasis by higher

commanders and the fact that there is only one unit engaged. In an

actual operation, some of the support available would be used to keep

other units operational.

Also, it is infrequent that an army division's corps slice is

employed in support of the division. One reason is availability of

resources A second factor is that no one in the Army really knows what

comprises a corps slice At echelons above division, units often have

16



area support missions. As a result, support during one set of conditions

may diffex fxom that provided under other. conditions. Because tailoring

of support is frequently necessary and corps composition may be from

three to five divisions of unspecified type, the Army has not been able

to define the units comprising a corps slice

Personnel systems do not highlight all of the right date either.

USR measures how veil the Army's institutional training and personnel

distribution systems work but doe-s nothing to measure crew stability and

other less tangible factors. A measure of crew stability is to be

included in TAM, which will be a substantial improvement over the 1-R

However, as mentioned previously on page four, items such as unit

cohesion. quality of leadership, and morale are difficult or impossible

to quantify individually- One method of ass sing these intangible

factors would be to judge them at the same time other unit operational

requirements are being performed. As an example, the ORE proposed by

FORSCOM would make it possible to rate units holistically, taking

intangible factors into account, as a way to help predict wartime

effectiveness.

Unit operational capabilities are not measured well under the

current :ystem The Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) is

intenced as a tool for commanders' use in assessment of current training

level and planning of future training. Although ARTEP evaluation results

are not intended to be threatening to leaders and soldiers, but to be

straightforward appraisals of performance measured against a set

standard, some cummanders use ARTEP's as report cards. The problem is

that without an officially sanctioned test to be used in conjunction with
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ARTEP training, the evaluation can be viewed as a test instead of the

training assessment tool it was intended to be. Use of ARTEP evaluations

as tests can hamper the very positive effect of allowing leaders to learn

from success and failure without those failures becoming career limiting

TAM is likely to partially fill this requirement.

It may be said that senior commanders determine which units will

perform effectively based on results seen at training center rotations

and ocher events This gut feeling is likely to be very accurate because

of leaders' experience and preparation, however, such assessments are not

available to decision makers at Department of Army, Desert Shield/Storm

and other recent combat experiences demonstrate that army units will

frequently be deployed differently than established OPLANS and TPFDL's

would suggest. During Desert Shield/Storm there were so many cases in

which reserve component units were not deployed in accordance with

CAPSTONE that we must question how units were selected for mobilization.

RECORMEHDATIONS

How should an effectiveness measurement system be devised? First.

consider equipment. If units with dissimilar equipment have a different

potential, the measurement system should take those variations into

account. Vith regard to pacing items, a scale could be constructed that

would rate items of equipment regarding potential. For the sake of this

discussion, assume the M-IA2 to be the most capable tank in the world.

Next, the Army would rate the potential effectiveness of other tanks in

relation to M-1A2 If the effectiveness scale were built with 100 points

possible, a percentage comparison could result. After taking into
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accounc a number of characteristics like armor penetration capability of

the main gun, mobility, crew protection, fuel use, and mean time between

iailure, army planners could arrive at a score for the less capable

equipment system. The result would be a different score, or percentage

of capability, for M-1Al, H-1IP, H-I, and H-60A3 than that given to 9-

IA2

ERC-A items could have impact on the rating also. For example a

tank battalion equipped with M-- tanks and M-113 Armored Personnel

Carriers (APC) can not be as potentially capable as a comparable

battalion with M-3 Bradleys. Uhile it is true that tank battalions have

relatively few APC requirements, movement speed of scouts, support

elements, and other parts of the task organization would reduce mobility

of the battalion task force. Other ERC-A equipment also affects the

capabilities. Especially difficult in current assessment is application

oi -;ubstitute items of equipment. An example common to many reserve

component units, is the substitution of five ton trucks for HEMHT. There

is a significant difference in capability that should be captured in the

Army's reporting system. The proposed system would apply the effects of

equipment that is actually on hand in units to provide a composite

equipment effectiveness percentage.

This concept sounds complex and perhaps too difficult to be

workable. However, the proliferation of desktop computers makes this

sort of system xosible. Reporting is automated now and will become more

so with time. Equipment capability values could be an integral part of

reporting programs. That would simultaneously eliminate calculation

problems and errors at unit level
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Complexity would be more pronounced in task forces employed

according to Army doctrine. Look again at the M-l/M-113 situation.

Because of budgetary constraints and availability of Bradleys, it is

likely that a number of National Guard brigades and divisions will have

M-1 armor battalions and M-113 infantry battalions. Task forces do not

report readiness and there is likely no way to achieve task force

reporting because composition and units involved in cross attachment

should differ according to the situation National Guard brigades

equipped with M-I/M-113 cannot have the same potential combat power as

brigades with more modern BFV's. This element can be captured in a roll

up report that is somewhat like the current USR's for brigades and

divisions.

Using a statistical approach to rate equipment capabilities would

improve the ability of higher level decision makers to differentiate

among units in the force. Currently, planpers are forced to view all

units reporting C-I as being somewhat equal. This method would not

measure quality of maintenance and support infrastructure; that will be

discussed later.

Personnel ratings also could be improved. FORSCOM's TAX introduces

the concept of weapon system crew stability reporting. This addition is

important. Cree stability has long been a major dilemma for commanders.

Unit cohesion, leadership, and morale are not easy to measure

individually The best assemsment of these items must be in relation to

operational performance and. although they are less tangible than other

measures. value must be attached to them. Units should continue to

report the number of soldiers that are assigned to units, deployable, and
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trained for their jobs. Also, units should report the number of

personnel that are qualified in an MOS that is not required by their

current job. Those soldiers could be used in other positions.

Additionally, units should continue to report the number of soldiers that

have not yet attended basic training. This issue applies only to reserve

component units. Since the National Guard and Army Reserve do not have a

personnel account for people that are attending school, those individuals

are currently carried as unqualified unit members. By reporting this

data, attention could be drawn to a situation where institutional

individual training is slow or disconnected

Assessment of training status is the least objective of current

report data. The difficulty is structuring of objective valuation tools.

One of the most severe limitations to the current system is that units

are not tested under conditions similar to those that would be

encountered during combat operations. Simulating the stress of combat

would be difficult if not impossible. Vithin this new program,

operational tests would allow for assessment of units' abilities in

performance of METL similar to ORE. ORE is to be conducted by an

evaluation team comprised of fifteen members. five from each component.

Using personnel from all components is good because results will be more

credible, but there is a danger of not using ORE to achieve maximum

results.

Assessments. as suggested here, should test as fully as possible,

unit capabilities through the full range of actions that would be

required during a crisis. The test should begin with a short notice

mobilization, like the current EDRE. and continue through accomplishment
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of missions For active units, this concept is really not a problem.

Reserve component units would know that they were scheduled to attend

annual training, but a short time before their scheduled departure, they

would receive notification through the chain of command that the unit

would be performing an operational readiness test. In this way, there

would not be problems with soldiers' employers because the unit members

were scheduled to be on military duty anyway. After notification, the

test would proceed through mobilization, deployment to a different

locatio.n than planned for annual training, and sustainment and

performance of combat operations. Conditions would be as close as

possible to those encountered in combat.

The size of unit tested would vary among combat, combat support. and

combat service support units. Tests should be performed by combat

battalions because that is the lowest level at which sustainment of

systems can be integrated into the assessment Focus at company or lower

level, which is the intent of FORSCOI's ORE. will not provide an adequate

test of logistical and maintenance support systems. Similarly,

appropriate combat support should be integrated into combat battalion

tests. For example, if a battalion can reasonably expect to receive

support from one engineer platoon, that support should be included in the

friendly task organization. For combat support and combat service

support units with area support missions, tests would be structured to

assess sustainment and operations similar to that for combat units with

consideration of time, space, and realistic work load.

This test of capability would last the entire annual training period

fTor reserve component units It would assess all unit actions from
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mobilization preparation through combat operations and sustainment ORE

is expected normally to last no longer than 48 hours. That period is not

long enough to measure the effects of stress on soldiers or equipment

The ORE period is also too short for activation or any meaningful

exercise of sustainment systems. The short time period envisioned for

ORE is a fatal flaw in the concept

The conduct of field operations will require an opposing force

(OPFOR) of adequate size to provide battlefield width and depth Both

the OPFOR and assessment team should be a composite force of active.

National Guard, and Army Reserve personnel as is planned for the ORE

evaluation team Also, tests should use the lane concept, allowing the

assessment team chief to control situations confronting the task force he

is testing.

Resulting assessments could be quantified according to Army

standards for each action. During training after the examination. those

results could be used to improve training level much like is envisioned

for TAM. The difference is that assessments generated would be used as a

score card. Using statistical techniques, the Army could determine how

many units of each type should be tested to provide an indication of

overall active, National Guard, or Army Reserve unit capabilities. If

the tested units are selected randomly, it could be assumed that some

units would be more capable than others. An average could be calculated

that would depict the general state of unit capability within an

component. In the case of task forces, the rating would be applied for

all armor and infantry battalions of that component.
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There are several advantages to this measurement of effectiveness

First there would be an ability to generally assess the value of

orgjanizational culture, unit cohesion, stability, quality of leadership,

moraie, and individual desire to accomplish missions. These are items

for which there is no attempt of quantification today. Also, use of a

testing device would allow ARTEP results to continue as intended, instead

of being a report card Evaluations should assist in assessment of

current training level and serve as guides for planning future training

There is some danger that ARTEP's would look a lot like the test; but,.

training would still occur and, since the test would be based on the

unit's METL. unit leaders would be concentrating on the right tasks

Finally, results of the assessment would be reported through the chain of

command to give army leaders at various levels a tool for selecting

contingency force units.

Cost of evaluations as a result of this program could be a

significant factor. However, with all units subject to inspection

resources would be conserved by testing only the number of units that

represent a statistically valid sample. Because all units would be

subject to assessment, the entire fwrce would be motivated to meet the

same standards. Bold Shift's ORE will be expensive too. Bold Shift

plans focus on early deploying units As resour become available and

the progr.x gains credibility with army leaders the concept would be

expanded to encompass all units. The problem with this approach is that

it satisfies current concerns about the capabilities in high priority

reserve component units, but is not likely to improve the overall

standards in reserve component training. That is because resources are
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shrinking which makes the projected expansion of ORE unlikely. Of

courze there would be significant differences among units. Active units

should be presumed to be the most capable. Reserve component units would

be less capable because of resources, the most important of which is

"time. There should be no difference in standards. Lower scores for

reserve component units and the lesser capability those scores implied

would become norms for comparison of future unit tests

Asses:sment results might present a short term, unrealistic

indication of capability for units within a component Units selected

randomly for testing could all be above or below average. To reduce the

effects of unfortunate selection, a mean capability rating could be

developed over several years, perhaps three, which would minimize

dispersion in the results.

When all results are compiled, with data from a number of years.

Department of Army would have information upon which to base resource

distribution decisions. Policies and decisions at the highest levels

should be predicated on developing the best posssible force within the

resources provided by Congress. The cost to maintain a reserve component

unit is less than for an active unit. The Total Force Policy Study

Report indicates that ground forces in the reserve components cost

approximately 25 percent of the recurring cost for active forces at the

same level of organization. This ratio is approximately the same for

combat, combat support, and combat service support units.

Another source of unit cost data, The Army Force Cost System depicts

annual recurring costs for Army units. The system is a computer data

base that takes into account requirements of units' base TOE. Authorized
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Level of Organization, training readiness, OPTEMPO. and geographic

location The recurring cost of a National Guard infantry battalion

equipped with M-113 is 17 percent of that for an active battalion

equipped with Bradleys. A National Guard or Army Reserve corps engineer

battalion is 14 percent of its active counterpart When comparing

forward support battalions, the reserve component unit costs 16 percent

of an active unit.1" Cost of equipment procuiement is not included and

results in a difference between these figures and those quoted in The

Total Force Policy Study Report cited above.

Unit cost must be considered by decision makers in the process of

allocating resources. Leaders calculate a level of risk that is

acceptable and structure forces that limit threats to national security

but they will not be able to eliminate all dangers. A no risk strategy

would be unaffordable Structure decisions must be made with

consideration of which forces will be maintained at a high level and

lower levels of readiness. This determination will drive decisions

relating to resource distribution and could result in a change to the

current mix of active and reserve component forces if risk is accepted in

readiness rather than force size.

CONCLUSIONS

Because of inadequacies in the current system of reporting unit

status, some change is necessary. The truth of this observation is

supported by efforts at Department of Army and FORSCOM to improve USR and

reserve component training status reports. Bold Shift with its ORE and

use of a multi-component assessment team with TAM are moves in the right
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direction. While these initiatives are a start, they represent

modifications to current systems rather than innovation based on

assessment of how to achieve the desired ends. World events and the

resulting changes in all services require the Army to look at methods to

be used in predicting unit combat effectiveness.

Programs designed to measure unit effectiveness would be more

innovative and offer significantly better data upon which to base

resource and deployment decisions. They would also improve the overall

readiness of army units in active and reserve components by encouraging

the right training goals.
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and -eve d~..d~U .. ~. . Ji07~OO a didtion, Status Report), DA Form :r'-

h. Complete personnel porltions of se- (Armv Mi;ssile M'ýateriel Readinescs Rclpormi,
lions A and B ofI DA, For-m 2~171-R (Egs A valatbe ;!-e"(,~-~~~- v ~ or DA Form 1352 Q'Amy Air-Craftn.nt
3-I a-nd 3-2) .segt- e--osn - 'cr>, Status, -Lnd Eiying Tor-,ro.! --:

(1) Secr-cri A. I..se tatle 3- lo cee'e- ne Ln ava 'ablro ti: such time as 7-DA equirmenit is rcaauv-oss
(a) lacs 1 :;-oug 17ceded).(a) Bloks IS hrough I -(asslgned strength. C-:eve:. eu:ron . rrair

st-rength perenroge). Use per~cntage calcu- a7Q1ýn-ý D
:ated in step 3 of outline. 6. dent hi vay atle YCS ra "ed strenrgth show~n in the MTOE PD-k.

Wb Blocks 18 through 'In (available tpara 3-6e,, (-5) Has not been dfs:zrnatrd as -tonre-
;rrengrh peroeniage). Use percenita ge calcu- co' ' ~eYStendpocoo pral;ecp rmrnz
ated in step 3 of outlne -ev' b. -Determzn-e uant:tv- of reportableý

(c) Blocks 21 through 22 'available MO and~en on-leve..
trcirt7ed percentage. Use percentage calcu- Ava'lable YCS Icneperce-tage Ava,ýabt') d on-han
.ated in step *7 of outlineS -- .- YC-S trai-ned St-engrc- Peq-u-d s-ont - ilQadoo-odsdtrie r-

*(d) Block; 23 thrrjugh,24 (aalbesenior M h c u Ih un~t pror-crty1 -oc V. -

7rade percenrage).-Use percetage calculat-, ( ..- 2) If a unit' -ass aHQA utoid
ýdin steip' 9 of ou ti e. -J se table 3-3 tc determ-nre MO S tra'ne.-IC- -Substitute item of, egui .pmcnt ori-band i-M-
- )Blck 25 thmroug 26'Yi-i.e-orlel turn- eve t .stead of a reNquirdcc i!tem c f &q u, en t sre-

over Percentage). Use perccentage calculate~d 8:-etf vill eirf stsubtatute tmwl lorl do-nea , c2-----

.n stepi12 &fout-line.' --- ' (para 3-45e). Sust- - It nr
-(2) Se-ion a-' ~ -. on-hand tor--unir status rep.orting -ur-es

(a) Block 22 (pers~onnrel leve'). Use dat-a 9. Cc r ut e availalb'e senior gradep-re'og HQDA au tho rizd qupmntsusttue
rcrrn step 10 of outline.'---------and ,-Iev Iel. -are li-sted ti n SB 700-2-C, '2ppcýndhLi H.

,'(b) Blocks 23 through 25 (reason person- Ava~iatfe sienio' gr2ce pe~cenage - ,va ltle (a) HQDA author-iz-ed bsttssre
-iel le-yel not I). If block 22 doesý not conrtain senior grade x Remqure,-d SerIOr grade - 1Xj aete in SD 2-O appendixY H. are .-
a 1, enter the pemsonnel bode from appendix 1 - odtet oasni--io lctcd based on thai btiitv to fu ,1:Cth
F that shovws the main reason, the personinel orerationalrore ns of the %fTOE-,
level is not 1; otherwise. leave blank. ve. TDA rccquired :,em nof CqLipme-,nz an,,, logis-

Tebe 32 10, ietrrrne zu ur*.' ce~aý p-scrxiC-t:cal sprthrt.R-commerindedl chance, s
TtblI I- .0 et.nn ou ur Isoeap-coeC to this list may be submi-r~tted :o HQDA.-

Lav*4 using avala J~be-rtrwgt±, p-orcenttago 3v[' !!i ch west C-l eve! Jetormi,ý, tO DCL{rAiOSD

Ava~ef~s~tgt~t90% o greaer - steps 5, 7, ail! 9 aoo b- ' r"ng lower titan bWenatridsustteaea-
A Yallablo'trerqtr. 90 of grs'er0-1. Chis is jour cyera~l perscnnel C-!evq! un- Nn atri-dsus:1c rca'C

Lil-' prosetd for issue-on a greate-r than~ cro-b-!O,
Lavt , . - ess HlQCA and/cr a YA0CC directs or ap- I

Avllbl sroqf 8% o 19 roves use of a 0-oevel cf C2-57 as utnd one basis. calculate an adiusted quantitY ot
Asvaiale 2fw~gt~ paC% 2-b) fill for the required MTOE/'TDA LIN,

~ 2par 2-b).Then, compute the percen"tage of fill and d4e-

Avaiabl tf~flq~: 0% o 1 1,. Identify tth, r'urrne~r of Dersonnol roePs- tenteth ee orte0qurd)TE
A~v9L 3 signed or 6~ee oPparaled "rcoo !ne P- TDA- LIN ur~ng teable '--4. Forermp.

loin unit during the Qreced o~g 3 months unlit's NITOE,-TDA reurdcoinmnn cuato-
Avuitabil strww~t~i: Beiaw 70% -(pera 3-61~. t~tv for 10-k-.l Etc-v eatOr's is !s325. T~he unit
Lsv*4: 4 -1 1- ct112. Ccrrpu-, p-orson /'o..' o'oraý hns no i 0-kw "reaoshti:t i'Shv

_______________________________________ hir-; 5- k- enrtrs -thand, The, Per-

Tobll 3-3 Personnel turnover rPercentaje = Nurrbor of -cntalqc r~f till 'Or 101Kw-, generitors is -a1sici-
Lovoll using avaibll M043 of werilor grad, pqrs~c-iiat 4,onarj()d- AZssiq-0d vtnr ! ated a~s 2l'S, T~x'o each 5-,K. generatcrs

D ofao100 'iare a substttute for I each 10-kw generator.:11
Dividing _2 into 30, we find the ad~u~zcd

Avlale Mill of tenfor grad 3-7, EquIpment onhand (EOH) idia quarili:- of fill !'(r -wrnror-sV
owe~tago, 95% of rae Thec Unit S-tatus Report, prcvides-- indicators lDiidc '2! nto ;5 and otitp' b'

Liv~lt Or a unit'- r.quipmenit nnhand (PFtH) itatus NOJO( or 1-C perCr-jt 1erCnt tIlfr h

Avollstle I~l of -enloir grade ' eeoi@C~~'a sc'tdhi a'-so N- ~;m tn.bn
"pfecertAgq m - Amn'fnrr~l. re'drir~rn o~~O 'rrt th r-r'r c r-
L*,Vqf: 2 T!tm e-~'nn~ -lK I'a 1--- tIfN -ile1(I'o-rl-3 -.

ýAR 2 2c- r



If any, juthorired subst:z:ue :reins ar lCd~e t as ý\¶ES) %ki -Ye..le ~ nn T2~
ugrrifcxnulk jeliradmn i nittarUSý .cM. :ht! d ms -'on. recnc -vAR 4,- !r-- on-nr-1'
nients t o ti c fi--c shcl 'J m~ at ni Ch 3i Md T. )2t-iCfl S~ I' FTiidC I n I > In'-----~e- n-~' -- rn2r
reinarAs section of the rcpor! ESA ar( LA~ ar -~ (

Equipment orh~and criteria ?oý -Nctn g O¾-
donsity tIne* (21 or more requ~red) w--ra:n ts (ECS'), _c-snlaced qu- t. -. ndheo-m tnhid C-

________________________ 2erit :rigmn ccn:rrs (DETC) rtg on: i' r 'u rn. F, ;-i>

LIN f.11. A, ýeast go rna~nrt trainnr s:-es (RNITS), rero- '.Coplete equip-ment on-liand- ir-;o r s
CCi~'orr C- i al Mkfit-3 . I Fn-tan- 2 tions A .and B ofDA Formn2 :5 -R

LIN filk At !east 80 tu, es-s ri.ri ' X- N i Vt-iec (T-MED). un r~~n is3Isd~P
Cat~goryi. 0-21. cci- eqummnent sites fITE-S), mohi~ization and Cl section A.

!raining eQu1-,ment siteS (MATES). a r.d ': Bhc;:, 2 7 T"-u~ 2 9 +-C' I I e r~
LIN fitt At les6' C% ft) a l cr ý, * wee*K-C" 1- r t, WT c'd s aafrmse f uln.

Categoty .1- ( 6) Do not oun, :terrs ýbcrrowed Ž-cm nnjaehan
-other Unr iis, ( b) Block, 30 through 32 /,'irrv'Tr on'

LIN fiUL, Lou~ tt-an 65. 16 (6-0 f or aircra"tl (7 A ss :i gn td p LIs's rated 7. 1:se da~a rr7 n se fo>
Cat gorn ~ . . . . -:nt r-a-antena rc t, or ot~icr wis t outsrldc the op- : c) IF non , 33a ' h roLa;,gh

erational control~ of the reporL: tg un,.!t, bu~t ~ Bok 3trogr3 nune

(3) If authoriza:io-ri -dcc,.rnients are returnab:eithi *-:n 1rus rrr0:m LIVs rated2 Use -aArmscpi0f>'- C7

changed before rt-wodemrizat:on C-16'. Meet the umiS iec:*ýn.-7" '-' a'ttat5 :-4 IC7t 2oe lae ae

Merit is avajable for ficiding, cornmanider-s P Y"K is 1c), W 1: 1' P d? lo r 1-. 3~ oc

7mrw-iIi designate se-on~rand en n'dM :rdV C ~nua~n -i3 i aafon:n -

merit as Lin-lieu-cf 'he newly req'uired eQ1Up-i :f a ý;se~ a-s en oaihdto keepth *re fnn..a >n.
mrtfor urut status reportng rurjpost. 7f "1r mand'r :nfo"rmed as to the 5>ý and",ca3 och4? -unc

n -li e u-c f i tems are bei~ng c onstid' ired o n 7,h mainteniance s.tu *-2:,s equiprrent, F,,r LIN.: rata 4,. 'Use datafom-c
-rthan a one-for-one basis use ,hc proce- earo, trrvt Ind m-edica 'qi nn n.I onlaebn~

iiires in (2)(b) above. MACO.Ms w-i c-isure assigned to a unit but 3utside the optralnon- Blom 4 >-s ps rgti .
,',at subordinate units properly appy , a] contro! of "he Unit d-ie to COINS tor- Ust data fro.- Metb of utin .aur

.rfplc.(See app G.) age will be -couritcd as onl-hand for EOH ha--s no pacing iterr5, ýcave ýIcock -' Ka n'k
(4) Reporable LIN? havLing stveral com comTputationis if it eet's the conditcros (2 ennB.

-icnents (for example. kits, sets or ou~tfit specif~ied above. POMCUS equipmnent, aJ) fpl'ok 26 t ýFOH 'se Enter the EH
sIbe repomnd as orh~and if p~cnee-t rec- POMCL Unoe. Reida Iqninn C-tc el deer7a-e c f :), ti.

ntis~~~ shw'h T a xe sud~~ (P UR.:-), arcid equi-ment preppo-sjidoned in a reportablc eapmn: Ine or Y FQDA.-V

T~cien ii com Piet'; to'be- use-d for its in- geographic area that differ-s from that of theý MkCOM has dretdarozdu- fa
-n~durPo0e. I th LLN is mvast-ng or de- reotn ni os t qualify as -enuiprne-'t C-5 levelenlter- 5. For units ith1 -xicr
-,'ee to the 6teiirt that supl action undeT on-hand udrteprovsisons of this ýte:Ts, the F-oR level hhrtan

R--73 5-ýf 17 (for e-x=ml-rp of srS~vey) pa~rgrap~ : . .- -- the lowest pacing rte Ceel
ineczsai-y to replace most of the,;set, do' (8) Items on temporary loa~n froam thetelr 'b) Blocks." 27- zhs.;- 27 rccson EOJ
.ot coTni th 'týiA~OI uppfy ac- rcstn-'e stocks m-'ay be- crunted as ont-hand if cono c' If b !,,Yk d2 r do- not c nan -a

os re--riot *eUirced to rceplace, the- entirc %-,tt!n loicv *ztfes rha: 1!ir~t--'3 a7'e to ne N ---- * hn )ofo .-
-tand the ce-itei-ia des-cri'hord abo)ve can lbe 1>c rý-eamnd b. the using unt r ihe Lvr- ~d -mtsos te*"or~~c o
tt. count *be itemn as crini . eia heur sdeo Ac ein -d EQ- I--' ' '" rnrvs..cv

A We 3-6S.
~quiprn.wt onh-mnd criteria for low denuity lines (20 or less required)

'ArCE/"T)A requirod quarulty. C-1 -2 > -
Per line All eiqualnefl- A I Kut rrt . Eicxrort nhollthan 'ýa~rcmhAr-

20 ---- 18 16 12
19 -17 15 112 '1

- 17 15- 131

16 14 12 10 9
-15L 13 12 9 9
JA 12 11 9 8
13 11 10 87
12. 11 97
11 10 9 76
10 9 8
9 8 75

7 65 44
6 5 3
5 4 3
.5 3 22

3 3 2
2 2

-I 1 1 A -_j I I I



Figure 3--6.,Equipment oinharid C-level. a. oenutv !rose recorlacro L Ns nral are also *\Iciv Coýmponient u-nita and a 1-monin -<outilin 2acirg items in. tin.. 'i v er- je, .. odfr Reserve Comnpcnenc crun-ts. A:
ý Curnooen units will compute F'MC :at:denltiN your unit s reportable UIN and 7_7" -neetoning thec 16th day of the pt-br mont'equrect quantites (para _L-7a1---nsurean enigte1hdaofhecrn,cnre~ort~anle/exemot L~iNs are suotractea n. Base-d on steos 3 and 6a denrtveirn an monin. Ret-ye ComponentO urth Ci-ni Con

sp1 our oacin itemns nas 1me lowest Ca ICuLated
b-ee.- enmo ower tran C-in disrecaro pute FMC data based on the most rý.Iden~tityrepor-tape eaulorrent ilhat s noPacing items), C,.v,- .uarvr1N (90-day) -tdr. Dunng zai.:uc

nnn-nueaulnorrzeo subssiutes adi.ows aigtr mcbiliz-aucin. deployment. or emplovtnentieu-ot items are countedi (Para 3-,) c-oint in time proceidure will be used ipai.Detemin a -tevi fr ~7. Coroare mi and rfrcm anove. 3.eacireooaole be~comes trielowest of tre two C-leve(&-----. ( 3) For MTOE unitts, only ERC-ýALIN (fto include pacingitemns).~'" bir lowe Ia -i. a unit has no ' . - - he-i dee
a. If the number ot items required under a LIN reportanle eculomrent J 0-1. "equais rmining an ERI/EMC level: for exampie. u*
is21 ormore. calculate a percent fill for that your overall ECH C-level unless -iCCA and/or unit has ERCC_-Aad ERC-B jeeps, cnijUIN. thýen use table.- to obtain a C-ratnnq a MACCM directs or accroves use of a C- the ERC-A jeeps wfll be considered-.--for that LIN, - l '07'. . . - leloC-asoiedn aaar,2b. (4) Sub'sritute antd-in-rheutof equipment

~ Fil Eqipmet onand wil be reported. If a substitute or in-lieu-cr
Equipment required x< 10 3-.& Equipment readiness (ER) and tnthtinoIAFrm20rerueequipment mission capable (EMC) is being counted against a required !iTEp. If the numnor of Items required under a LIN data ERC- reortable N t hae onaisal DAs Form
!s 20 or less use table 3-5 to cotain a C-tev~ei -11e Unit Status Recort provides indicators 46rpmlLkrinvlae1astc

ortht INlecet he cunnqsusttare o aunt' euimnt r'onssbydvjp his equipment from DOD Form 314. How-,,or hat IN (xceo whe coutingsubs te/ D I`a unt's cuipc t ier.ncssoy dot addVc.tdoisc equipmentipmntto DD-n-lleu-of items on a greater than one-for-one ..-. a C-Iesei thýat: is ca~cu.aleco bv compar- -casist. mgtecmic ffc ffl n orm'406 reports submitted to the faicrt-in
maintenance sh~onifalls on t-e status ot sc zi Readiness Support Activity (NIRSA).-tBased on ine results of steps i-3 record c.te Deemiereuie'nashcth=e following: iceeqpment to -aritune requt-rements. c eemn eurddy/husT'otal niumber of reportable LINs Ito include Ait- ER level for all of a unit's reportable Reurdasbuswtlebadonc

Pacing items) equipment as defined in a below (to tinclude qu~antity of MTOE/TDA required equip-
No. LINS C-1 No. LiNs C-2 -=pacing items, except aircraft and selected eanct reothat sboth andithestatus and naint-No. LINs C-3,~ No. LJNs C-4 - missile systems-HAWK, LANCE. PA-.pral.adtenme f asCalclatean gurp~en~fil eve -- TRIOT, and Pershing) and a leveL for each ~ t h eotn erdS. Cacit neupei fvibased on pacing item is determined. The unit's over-. ermn ~iledy/or.Psiall reportable UNs 6ssrq data from step 4. - alE lelisqulothlwrofTs ble days/hours will be basc~i on the on-hand

?-eemn alleag UN leleve isueor eqa tote-oe o hs quanti Ity of.MTOE/TD-rqieeup,a.-Dterinean~yergý IN -leei aju~ is 'be.Tn Fou' oantained equ s m en 111ssio n r ment that is both unit status and mlainte-allLIs.oi - (E.. per.ni ar deeoe that' -vance reportable- and the Ciumber, of days:,No. CiI LINs x-.1=-A, N.N 0-2 LINs-x 2 pal hours pthantg arepen deelpe thatd urnC1disregard that portion of the recut-redt equip- hus hteupetwso-addro
No. C-3 LI~sx3 C - No:C4eLnta x 4 short. Complete the ER and he reportng penod..........40 C- -Isx3 CNcýC4L~ EIMCdata portion of the .repocrt ax follo1w!I: e- Cdiculare an ER, andr EMC stat-us -as-

*~~a Deverage LINC-ann Vlue= ai C- equipment. R e- quipment mission capable C-level ourtunr

Complete-ER and-EMC rortons otC-3 and (1) For MTOE units, is. that portion orf ettrsAadBofD om21- id
iden '- I and 3-2).-* % ~LINs C--3 = No. LINs C-.3 -- No. total ed inp1gah~ta sas eintd~ ) Section A.LINs x~ 10 = F as maintenance reportable in A.R 700-138 (a) Blocks 43 and 44 (perceriraqe of )'1-% LINs C-4 = No, LINs C-i-- No. totl - and AIR 18-25 (do not include excess ERG hand ecraiv-enit Mission capaooie-EMC. L*,i,

S Clevl fr al rporably~ 1 iw!bu do in data from step 7 of out-line. If no recrcrintDeerie Clve oral eorabe Is 2 Fr D uisislstdon a unit's (r lcc 3dl 6feenceOH. TDA an~~~~~~~~d i dsiznated by AR 700-M3 and ()Bok 5ad4 pretg ic:
H =C-I f Eisles tanorequal to 1.20. AR 18-25 as DA Form 24,06. DA Form EMC). Use data frcm step 8 of outline Irc-~------------ 6------------------e ing tabl them 1352p rportabe (ss

(2) - C2 d is 31 o 2.0 unessthe uch ime s TD equpmen is eauntsl the unit's pcn tmwt h o-urr et n O h olw ng esdfs readines EMC status). If no pacing items, lease

fie n (3) Has not been designated as nonre- ~c) Blocks 47 and 48 ýpercenraqe
po rta required equipment mission ca,ýcble-ER.a) ItG (1% LINs C-a is greater than 20%. H (4) Is niot an aircraft assigned to a Usec data from step 2 of outlineC. If no re-C -- i nonas-ration unit I urues assizined aircrae .t is portable items, leave blank.

01 f 1%LIg C41< pls l~ L~t designacied as a pacing Item). (dl Blocks 49 and 50 (percentagebit if grae than C 0%. H 2 pls I3.~ b. Determine available davs/I-ours. required poring items mission raoatale-ERis greter tan 30. H =C-3.I) Fully mission capotile daia from DA-' 7,e' data from step 4 and 5 of outline.1 H 0- if E is2.21 to 3.1 AND G 1 Form 2406. IDA Form 36-,1 ind/or IDA :1ecus the unit's pacing item with t.he 'Arst-N1 C-41 is les~s than or eqoual to 20% Forin 1352 will be used In determine avail- ER status). If no pacinR items, lcase blanx.
,ii H 0 -4 if E2i greater than 3,1 OIP G (Z)be ashor.i Section B.-:NS C--l) is greater thain 20%. 12) Dunngz peacetime. ER and EMC wtill cj Block 30 (equipmenit recoiinein 'he based on tne fuils' m:s sion capable Use data from step) 6 of' Outline, I" o r5 aclaea equipment fill C-;evei based iFMC) status of a unit's reportable equip- pot-table equipment, enter 1, or If HQD.-\,r ntPacing items ivara 3-7c1. menit averaie os-er a -month period for MACDNA hxss directeo/autn!on -o useo



,_-5 :e'se, enter S F-rr ,;nits with pacinz -:-,?s!: ac.r~q ter ?ni.~ _ -_resocrc!-a vP:nciecvi shown n, the unit and c1
items. the ER level cannot be nigher than --;ý Percent :anic Iue et dunit Ieeretra
:he lowest ER level determined for a pacing -*Crnr a- tde bcmsh 'iuations to ARTEP standards. nuclear
iem. CoraeAaa wevCýecre ie -anons technical itspections. emergency

(b) Blocks 31 througrn 33 (reason ER !eve, cwest of hne two C-Levels---C-4 being ýowef .Senloymrnt ceadinema exercises. tlicio train-
ior 1). If block 30 does not contain a 1. hýain ýý-i a unit "as :1o reportable .ngc ric.cmad" xrie.cm
enter the equipment teadiness code from eoulment C~ve C' ccus H our ecu/orena .:nclam fie exercises. anmdn poteecss othe
Appendix F. that which shows the main eaiesCee ~~~:ralirn2 events. Prosictency is measured in

tesnthe ER level is -not ot ~herwise. !!CM.-et racrvsus 'Ctee rns ot :"e unit's demonstrated aoilirv to
!eave blank. t1- as nut ineo in crarsrachn 2-b -crtoi-m the t~ask-s as stated in the approved

- - -nit NIETL. including enabling tasks not
Table 3-6 . spcctfied in the METL. but necessary for
Level for percentage of equipmenst fully 7.Cetermire an EMC Percentage for all Derfot-mance of METL task-s. An example of
misaion capable 'eoortablie ecuicment Ito inciuce oacing items,. uha nbigts sce unr.Po

- exeptaircaftaridtheHAWK LACE: . ciency is to be judged based on pet-for-
rEatiper t ohrMan aircraft FMC: 90% or PATRIOT. and Pershing mrissile systems).- tosandru7 .

grslpeaste aned sk osaiurl
*Aircraft FMC- 75% or greater - -. EM~C Percent Total availabte davs -~--Total Q) Personnel present for training.-.

Laovett .............. possble days x 100, . . . (3) Equipment present for training. For

Equlpffnelit othter thtan aircr-aft FMC: 70% to 9, Determine a Pi-EYvC oercentace for eachi tamp. theu commander ofe ant' mraintenng ce
89%ni Phound deeemc tho unitsc aiacraft andeveiil89% acig iem o nuceainranandmisile f unit pers~onndl are working on M48 alit

Aircraft FMC: 60% to 74% systems desicnated as Pacing items). Record N160 tanks in peacetime. but will Inc
Level: 2 hle pacing item Percentage that wouldi result reauilre-a to mainltain Nil tanks in wartime.

Equipment~~~~~~ irirttnarrttFC 0 o hte lowest level 1 table 3-6 was used (note li addition, units must have surticient tvpfes
.59% seciarate criteria for aircrarv dnc quantities or .equtinment to meet train-
Aircraft liC 510% to 59% riM ecn ~aaray/hus- ~ .g requirements.
Level: 3 :o:Ie aays Perentrs avai cs/ur- l (4) Availability of personnel tn meet

NiOS and special skill requirements i AS1.
Equipment other thina aircraft FMC: Below SOI, and LIC).

6%3-9.--Tralning data ()Lae ulfctos
Af-tF eo5%The Unit Status; Report providecs indicators 65) Raesut f kl qualificcaititests
_________________________of__ a unit's training status by developing a common task tests, and Army physical

Note:ia training C-level. The primnarv purpose of the r."esitis ets.
A 75pretFCrt o icat c o01 s unit trainuing level is to show the current (7) Individual and crew served weaoons

hire a oetbihe Ara"cniinability of the unit to pet-form its assigntidprfcecasnacedbatanent
5t~fdW~ 8~DemO AC gb ~ ~wartime missifons. The standard agairist weapons tmaning-sitandards.......

bsWmea In AP 701,-138) for "nat ,asan typea& w hi- h nt*, rann ttsi o
* vi irao wbxcnth uni~7 traotn statu u15n toouce I ( 'Asstgned aviator currt-rncv (Aviator

in schsevwq ai-CO-t Ie~e nowevwm moa sould be nmeaured is its mission essenltiaLutask list Readiness Level and night vision goggle
aO~taeQ~aC-2- - - (METL). 'Tbe-METL is-denved from as- i'ig.---

-signed-was-tine riss1 -oris ands is submitted to (9) 'Ui ccmminders -tV =i 131
and approved by tisbe next higher headguar- _e! ..dil _. MOe f 9;81 97E: )ýcf. C.Figura- 3-7-, Equit~es-nt readilliam (ER)/ ters in the reporning unit's chain of cam- Qi6 ,, _Mtfe thr mL. eidbac

equipment misaion caoable (Eli) C-4ev'l nmand. METL for Reserve Component untits E- e
ouir4 -. -- will be approved by the unit's next higher qri- Scldn - h MEOSs shold hJ

command (peacetime I , in coordination w-ith E) Dlc a ~e-rsnd
i.deritify your unit's recuire's maintenance the appropriate CAPSTONE (waritoaimei"' ~,.~ OZ'D

report~le MTCE (ERC-A) or TDA equipment. commander. A secondary purpose of the ~ ~J ~ ~ ~ ~ DP
mraintenance reportable DaciNngierms, arid unit training levei is to show resource " cnier-
acTual FMC data for the reporting wod. Do shortfalls that prevent artainincien of a tran- sults of the cut-rent Defense Liangiuaee P-cfi-
not include eauintient designated ut-st Status mig tempo necessary to achieve or inAIMn ciencv 17est DLPT) scores for soldiers wvin
nonre~ortable. Be il c eeU11 bti5f- training obitectives. an MOS of 97BL- 97E. 98CL. or '16G.

--- Istimut enrm i it Se hoare a- The cornmander det.ermines .the train- ill) T-he abiLirtY o operate in in nuclear.
-- ng level based on his or hen- knowledge of biological. chenncai (NEC) en.ar-irosnent.

2. D)etermine an ER pet-cantage tor aill the proficiency of the unit in accompslsing (11) Availability of flying bours, training
-epottale equipment Ito indclue Pacing items, .M=T tasks.L Evalu-ation of training is con- ammunition. simulation devices. ad fuel.
except aircraft and tie HAWK. LANCE. tinouits and dynamic. Commanders must ( 12) The time elapsed and the turnover

PARIT al Prnigmissile systems). consideir Personal observations. records. re- of key personnel since naialr training events

-_RPret=Ttlavailable'as-Ttl pr. and the assessments of others (within _)ccur-red. For example. Reserve Component
and ~outside of the unit). The training level unit commanders wil ljconsider thoir un-it's

rqiedasX100rdet the tie needed to ove-rcoime traiun- retatned proficiency since its lost annual

3.Use reifrom step 2 and talble 3-6 to uig shortfalls to reach a condition of being training period.
itriianER C-level - A. fully trained in W `ML tasks. Thi-s estrnnte (13) The quality cf training conducted.

determiinatton must be made constdering and the availability anid quality of traaininz
i. Determine a Pt-ER Percentage for eachi daly the personnel and equipment assigned areas.
;acing item (toc include aircrart and missile to the unit. Do not assume that existing per- bi. Considering the factors in a above. de-
systems designated as Pacing itemsi, sonnel and equipment shortages will be etrmnine the MIETL tasks which thei unit is

Pl-ER Percent =Pt avail days/hours - Pi illed before training starts. To esrnn- ~ee- uur-rcntly able to perforni in full as 'well as
'e aysnorst er-mine the days needed to attain a Fully :hose tasks which .be unit can inertorm nr
ýaa das/MouS 100trained IMETL I) status, commanderst mus't rýat-. These unit a1btlities revresent thec cur-

5 use results from step 4 ahd table 3-6 10 !`irt determine the cut-rent level of trat-ninz -tent !ceve of traininz for the unic. Those
deterrmine a Pl-ER C-levei for each racing in tile unit. -he followingt factors shouid be ý-IETL :asks which the unit cannot oe-forni
tern (note separate cr-tenia for aircraft). considered in making this deterrntnationt :o standard and require addittonali atrninsz

itP 220-ý . J* '4



'rcresent the unit's training strorinll.- ~E3-- Trln0 D i etr!M-:ne orCm-r~o ;,OO 5 ok3 ot oC.;fiel
mirte2etermine the number of day, orf ti-ain- rnndrs mut ConsjCCer -,tit or train- .eonr's -r ratcta C! aviator 1ra;itr.e). Enter
ing r-equired to overcome the training :rig days re-cuired fro inrerration or PROFIS availabilitv of qualified leaders indicator.
s hortfall. assuming that all available verson- oersonnei to tnaoe accoennicishorentn of Empta-size those lenders most needed for

nel can participate in training. lii -- meeg METL task3 training in the unit's MIETL (For example.
determining tramning trifle, do not include d) Units with Korean .Atiueentation to :omn_,,y comotandcr-s. Platoon leaden'. ties:
the tine needed to conduct a field tramning the U.S. Armyv (KATUSA) Dersonnel will sergeants, platoon sergeants. and squad

execis o coman pst xeris atlevls evaluate thetr uInit trainting eeIt cnren leaders in tonfantry battalions). For units

of command higher than the reporting unit. KaUAadUS esne. ~ i ic3tpcn imenter the unit
Enter the number of days required to train Pc Rscrve Cornlonen:, nuclear catrahiel a'lator traning C-:cvcl (niunriric value 1. 1

in blocks 51 and 52 of Section A, DA Form units will, train to the hizhes: level of audec- 3. or -L1 derived as prescribed io FC 1-210.
Z71-R. Then, use this number and table am capability posble thgenrsrc. catr5.Atlbitofoaraelads

3-7 to determine a teaminig C-level. Enter Units havin'g nuclear and conventional de- rn these aviation units will be addressed tin
this leve,1in block 34- of sectiton Batf DA jitrc pabilities (Such a3s 155mam Or 8-inch tLraimng rema ks..'When a nijt has aviators

For ~2I5-. '. . howitzers)'w hose nu-clear - aton cavability but no aii-rcal. pacing items, include the "-

- .status is limited, removed due to teaining ator 'raining C-level in treamning remnarks.

Table J;- f brfalls. or have not bee-s quafi~ed (AR (6) Bloc-k Mg (accezrbiiiiy of rrc-rainig or-

'on ask, ina iit' Mtznid 50-5. cbap S) by the NI4*EEM4FORSCOM eas/facrbrtesl. Enter availability of training 1
_____________________________ commander will not report -i raining level areas and factitiets indicator. Consider qual- ,

Das -1 - higher thin 3. Include apo:ropetaze corn- try. size. and acoesarhtlrv of, :ratrinz area

Level,.: ments in the remarks secticrn of the renrsoe av~aiablc 10 the unit.
________________________________ to address nuclear capability or the lack (7) Block 59 layciiabiiiry of~i.Enier

Days: 15--28 thereof, within organic units. availab-zlitv of fuel irndicator. Coniside~r need
Level: 2 'J) If H-QDA and/cr a NIACONI directs for: both field and garrison training.

or approves use of 3 tranimirc leve!l of C- 5 as 3) Block 60 (availabiihrs of arrmu''rlit:0n)
Days: 29-2 outlined in paraizripii 2-6b. enter XX in Enter1 avail~b11ty of 3MMUnitro11 n druator.

Level: 3 blocks 51 and !2 of sectton A and a ! ;a Cor~sdrbt omladiann eua
block 34 ci' section B ammunrition. including subralibe- rounds

Days: 4oet'n4 rX (2) Complete bYocks 35 through 37 of for7 training devices.
Lesee-on B (reason training leveli is trot I'. If (9) Block 61 (availabil'irs of :irneýv'i

block 34 of tro-,n B does not contain a 1. hcutr;th Enteir availability of time indicator.
(1) Special instructions. enter the training code from appendix F -~der -the ainpact ofccoenipirtuig actnvities

(a)d/ofaquimnit dounotin have lenog pedopl that shows the =mai r-sn the trairting 1-v- which detrac ftrom training time to tbe ins-
andor qupmet coutin pole ad/o ec is'not li;otherwisae leave blnLan - tent that they reduce training, readiness

borrowed iterins) to ever become trained to - -U ~ teiblcs5thog (sh scoosupraevti ndu-

pffaorily its ashould repot ne msi~n blcs51 61 of-section *A the degree" to which ire- pire- details toe-other untits).- Units should
fatoil, tshul rpot X n loksSI source com~traiI nts; are preventing the unit cosdrtr'mat~i~hushave on

and S2,-section A,. and-4. in block 34- of ac- rrCitinn 'rng ep ics thirý traning or suVport th r,
tion B. State in thetraining remarks section .rr'-atinrg a ..iig'ep nees

of the report the..minimum additional re 55sa t aheead'iaanity'an tlin- 10) -S nrari-reirsark3. - n those cases

soni-ce3 (people and equipment) needed. for -ing objectives. In each of these b!locks, if the wiere blocks 53-61 do trot contain the let-

training and an estimate of the number of reource areia is having a= inarenoficaat 1m ',- A or B (Nm I or,-" fo s-tn =it-st in
days needed to be fuilly trained to standard pact on training, enter A; ifteresource block 57). the impact of the resource con-

on IMTL taks afer reeivin tho areae is havinx a mi~nor impact, enter B- ,f rain, will be addressed in the rema-rxs sec-
one resurc aasks afer receivin thse maoe-m,

sources. Commanderts should consider this thneoreae shvn ~~ripc. ton of :he Unit Status Report ipara -

procedure before determining days needed enter C; and if the factor prohibits trainin 3-9 '~)
to complete training for- tempo nectssary to maint=i a sattafactory dAlreoinuitwllncdeheo-

l. Units that have a strength level below t1) Bloc ar3. enteirr D. en T; owing in their training remnarks (paea
70 percent or critical MIOS shortages re- (I) Block^!) 33 1nage reritstrfl '19 b(6)):
gardless of the strength level. Enter assigned strength shortfall indicator- (1) Fm- adC-r

2. Units unable' to pool and/or borrow When an overall assigned streingth shortfall
necessr& qimn o or lack of key MOS qssali~Edc personnel hin-

Wb Active Component nuclear capable destraining, commanders should c2)omment~
units whose main misstion is nuclear dcliv- in training remarks. (2 1:-. _4 F h

ery. emplacet.~ent, or support, and whose (2) Block 54 (s ' cial duty; rec-aremnn ). cAR FP

n~uclear qualific-ation statuis (as authorized Enter special duty reqiuirements indtcator- Rsidd

by the MACOM4 commander in accord with Ass.ss the impact of the divees-on, of Unit (3) If a untit's tr-ainiing level changes from

AR 50-5, chap 8) is limited or removed due personnel to meet specral duty reqcuire- that submitted in its last renort the reason

to training shortfalls, report a training level merits. (See glossary.) for the change will be addressed. 1 para

of 4 in block 3-4 of section B. Units having (3) Block 55 frrvarlabilin; of,..nd,). Enter-
nuclear and conventional delivery capabili- availability of funds indicator. Higher comn-
ties (such as 155mm or 8-inch howitzers). ranri should comm ent when assistance :5 3-10., Over-all unit C-level and mission

but which have training shortfalls and have needed from the next higher cctic accomsplishrenet estimate (MAE)

not been qua-lified by the MACOM corn- (4) Block 56 cclroh~to equip~r-e,:ý T:: roeoerall unit C-ecvel and mision acroom-

mander. will not report a training level materiell. Enter availahrlitv or Iecuiorent pi;!Lsinttt esrimate aret the corrmrander's Is-

higher than 3 and wi'll include appropriate and materiel indtcator- 7i z category. is not seisen~t of the o'-erail starus or '-:s rr

comments in the trainting remnarks section of limnited equtipment authorized :n a unnit's unit and its aboiltv to accomnplshasite

the report to amplify the level. MTOE or TDA: for examnple. the availabiii- ýa:Lrttm roisaons. MAE isderindnl

(c) Units that are required to report des- tv of training items such as simulatres. sub>- foer units w.ith an oserali lesel )f C-i4 .-r

ignated OTSG/AMEDD(PROFIS) offcer caliber devicets. tratning extension cour-e C-5.
assets as available (pars 3--ob(3)) will also (TEC) tape)s. ano mockucs sho-uld tc ;- 1in steieotinz an osersll :-; tecmr- t

assume that these personnel are Hed+AOC oonsidcrnii. Mnuider' shosli'd tes'eW lfyes 3:ta1-,'y:11, c th

AR :22Cý-l - _:CT:



mncasur-d resource areas anc C-.er in, : m in-c same resource area as tither t. e -tcoroec in he emrc section, of ine Uni:
.in : abe33.ao osie hooo--yrmr or secondary *actor but canrnot bec Status Renort (para3-b ma.

ings. resources, and quality factors not the same code. 1) Ptnmarv pur-pose of the MAEF is to
previously addressed. le) Block 44 (Proliecred overall level). if-s provide a more defini::ve estimate of the

(1) The start point for detererininz the -- 5 li l Li 111i am Lno nb ability of a unit to per-form its wartime mis-.* Overall Status Of a unt IS thei lowest unIt sta- : i biuCk 4-9 If a sion than is provided by a level of C-i or

tus level attained in a measured resource uinit's overall C level is below ALO (see sec C-5. To reduce administrative reouirc-neni.5

area (personnel. EOH. ER. or training. B block 5D. a :oroected change of overall1 and the complexity of procedures. lthe same

However, the overall C-level may vanv t1rom evec I hisner or iowen) and orotcted darte to criteria gusdeilincs are used for all type
.he lowest meatsurec resource area level unr- aurniee nis level (blocks 40-50) is recuired. u:nits. However. resource and training drit-

ecss One or more of the arecas is.tc n,,~rm If unit is meetine ALID. no entry is radztions will have a different impact on a

C-5. 1f noa resource a-res is rx-tedý--5, or required.) If a prior forecasted entry is -00 unit's percent of 'mission accomplishment
with written approval from the MACC.M. longer valid, enter a numeric or pound deobending'on the type ofurnit hiivolved. C-

the commander can se~trve-rapgrade or sign(::). cilves also represent a range of resource
dwgaethe unit's ovefalil fevel if the cal- (,9 _Block;e45 hro'ugh S0 (projected date levl: for amnpr a Cu r L nit -cart

culated level is not truly representative of of change in -overall level). If block 4-4 con- have between zero and 64 cercent 'of its

the status of the unit. For.example. if the tains an entry, enter the' date *of projected equipment. In addition, the Unit Status Re-

education level, quality of leadership, mo- .change. If block 4-4 is blank or contains a port does not provtde (nor ii it ptactical to

rale, or cohesion in a unit are unusually numeric or pound sign (ýt). leave btlank, design it to provide) measurement of all
high or internal turbulence is unusually 1(. . TWquantitative and qualitative factors that tim-

a commander may want to irb~ete ei-p- C4@v%.........wpact on the pidLlity of a unit to accomplish

grade the unit's overall level. On the other C* deW itis wartime mnissioni. For example, a trants-

hand, if the shortage of certain equipment C,,e C-1 rportation company may have an overall Icv-

items is having a greater impact on the unit DEFINMOW Unit possesses the required ti of C-4 or C-5 due to ECH prcoolems. but

than the calculated EOH .- mgenrgidicates. resotfrces and is tr-ain-ed to undertake the full the commander may decide that his or her

the commander may want to ¶nee ~ wrm iso o hc lsoaszdo ntcan act-alprom7 ecn of jLs

downgrade the unit's overall level. A .calcu designied. . ~''-wartime mission when specific equipment

lated resource area level carnnot be s-b-oee- C~vl C-2 shortages, the repair parts situatton, and

r'el'changed. . DEFINM~ft ulit Pw, ti- wwc, -orkload factors are considered. Another
(2) Status of prescribed load list (PLL) an hý- gicompiished Met trainirg re-ssiy example would be a TOE hosp~ital at level.

items. authorized stock~age list (ASL) items. t6 undertake fsihbuik of Use warbrne mMsson, C-4 in EOH hut able to deploy and opera~t

basic loads,,commnon table of allowances *for wticii it e Wbvriizd or deeigned " 70) percent of its hospital beds. Even if the

(CTA) itema. equipment regardless of readi- - commanr selected an MAkE of 60 pe-rcent
ness code (ERC-A. ERC-B. or ERC-C), 4*t C-3 this woulId give the chain of command a bet-

and special skill requirements (SQI. LIC, or t cr indication'of the' unit's overall ability
ASI ar exmpes f'oher fctos tat and has accxTirhe the trAVnn necssairy
AS) r eaplsofohe acc h to -t than alevel of C-4 or C-5.

should be considered in selecting an oiveraill tils.7rr&'wtk*ý" 16 ganl E!d1 t deire (2) In dctermýining an" MAE. the com-
--eel mander should trstimate the overTall ability

(3) Once an overall C-levef fs selected.,~ ~ ~'~5Z ~-eee' of the unit based on all of the factor-,'previ-

complete the overall level portions in sec- tDFM1~~li4U ~f~~~j~ ouslv addressed in determiniung the unit's C-
tiou aoLDA:Fcrm 27IS--R. -- wcs -- rililigt une~r Jt34U level, the unit's wartime mission, and other

(a) Block 20 (overall unit. level)-,~Record factors (quantitative and qualitative) not

selected overall level.f a edleti netk pot 1 h- previously *considered- Commanders of
(b) Block 21 (primary reason overall level TOE hospitals will determcne the number ot

z riot I). U block '2.1 does not contatin a 1, _C-4ev#tn--5-.- r-.u.. . Operational beds the unit can deploy/field.

enter the overall ratrrrg-code from appendix DEFINMOW UCKls-urd~eigofrsg&a erv'ce-- and ouantis'y on either the RJEADY or ES-
F that shows the primary factor that pre- f~dteI nW~e 8haflQIge"is not VePa8Jlii A' ART remiarks c~ard.
vents a C-1 overall level, However. if the 6~~~~~ ) Commanders with a C-4 unit will

level in block 20 is different from the lowest whichi~t is~ olrfý ol'desigfled~. biAf Ue srtt com pare the selec ted MAE to the unit's
calculated resource area raem-g--subjective uationt dictaes. tt may.be dosected to unceidake overalll C-le-vel using table 3-9. If the MIAE

portions of Itswarli Tini'essorr with resotmces
upgrade or downgrade); place an, 'X"_ in on had C-6 is ret--ic-t~ to selecte~d is not adjiacent to the overall C-1ev-
block 2 1. If neither of these utimrisrcons ap- , ý.Uds w-unceraii rorgait-oam-A majo el selected, then the commander should

ply leave block 2 1 blank- -. . 7 consider e-et~~ugaieteui'
(c) Blocks 38 through 40 (secondary rea- _7 b,,,rA Uetplaei-cadriiok statia by OQ1CX)A... overall ratinge-

con overall level not 1). Enter a codle. from c- C. nrt ...... Ta18 3-n9ti'te
appendix F that which represents the' sec- ir- -aTale3-
onidary factor that prevents a higher overall d. 'Urnits a'm noirmari-red or equripped CompAtIson of MAE and overall C-level

leve. Tis odemaybe fom he amere-but are required In bwt wartime stn.:ti r.- -.
leel Thiss code maym bets fro the sme r Overall C-level: C- I
sou.c areai asd the ei-utsads faso but must usouce reaasthepe-nar fcto bu mut nits that could lbe~taskWd to perform, a, - MAE range: 90%6 - 100%

be- a different code. If the unit's computed wartme masW5rL - - -- ':.

overall level has been snbjeei-retvhanged Overall C-level: C-2
(X report in block 21, section B).,epr b. The NIAE is the commander estimate MAE range: 80% - 89%

thtresource ares the commander believes of the extent to which his or her unit can
is degrading his or her unilt the mostbv us- accomplish its wartime mission If it were to Overall C-level: C-3

.ng in blocks 38 through 40 the code: .PUP t-t dep I oyed/cmnloyed on the 'as oi' date MAE range- 65% - 79%.

-or per-sonnel. SUP for equtpment crnhand. of the renort. The estimate will be exrpressed Overall C-level: C__4 or Z-5
'RUP f.or equipment readiness. or TUP f'or nr teirm-s of the percent of war-time mnission MAE range: G% - 64%-ý
, training, that can be accomplished ecepcct for TOE

'd) Block-s 41 through 43 Pt~t a sc,:ios hospitals which will espress the piercent :n

overall level i Lst rc !. Enter a zcde tromn an- uoecraticonai beds. Anr NIAE will be deter- 3-11. Finalizing sections A and B of
p~endlix F that represents the .tnriary factor m:ned by ail units that attain ant overall 1ev- DA Form 2715-R
.bat prevents a higher overall level, It May tl uf C-i or C-5, A unit's \4AE will he ui4cco 1



(l) Block. 6.2 authorued level ofoganitza, Section III (para 3-1oi)) owc,,cr, uai;
lion), Enter the reporting unit's actual Composite Reports Prepared by source area levels and a C-5 lee•e carnrt ncw
ALO, numenc or alphabetic designation. Divisions, Separate Brigades, mbecurely . hanged.

(2) Block 63 through 68 (date of report). Divisional Brigades Operating e. Determine composite C-Ie',els using ta.

Enter the "as of' date of the report or date Separately, Special Forces Groups, ble 3-10, the composite C-level outline (fig

of change, if applicable. In blocks 63 and and Armored Cavalry Regiments 3-9), and examples in figure 3-10.

64, enter the last two digits of the calendar (Sections A and B of DA Form Table 3-10
year. In blocks 65 and 66 enter the number 2715-R) Composite level criteria
of the month. In blocks 67-68 enter the Ai least 50% oi Average o
day. For example, enter 15 October 1985 as 3-12. General t unlts at un5tS

851015 (Y-YMMDD). Composite reports will be submitted by divi-
(3) Block 69j'parent unit identifier), Bat- sions, separate brigades, divisional brigades 1 1 1.54 or less

talions, separate companies,. and separate operating separately, Special Forces groups, 2 1 2 or better 1.55 to 2.44
detachments organic to major combat units and armored cavalry regiments. 'They pro- 3 3 or better 2.45 to 3.34
(divisions, separate brigades' Special Forces vide an assessment of the status of these ma-
groups, and armored cavalry regiments), jor units and their ability to accomplish 4 Cannot meet cnteria

enter 5. All other units, enter 4. . assigned wartime missions, based on the to be level 3

(4) Blocks 70 through 75 (unit idenrifica- condition of subordinate units and their

tion code). Enter UIC of unit reducing the ability to operate together. An averaging Figure 3-9. Composite C-level outline

reports to machine readable media. procedure, using the levels of all organic 1. Identify the C.levels of assigned
AA level units (except band, adjutant gener- subordinate units (excluding band, AG, and

(5) Block 76 through .(report type) al (AG), and finance units), will be used to finance units). Do not separate elements
Enter FS." determine a composite personnel, EOH, and organic to a parent unit; for example, the

(6) Blocks 78 through 80 (report number). ER C-level. A composite training C-level, artillery battery organic to the armored cavalry
Enter the number which shows the order in overall C-level, and MAE (C-4 and C-5 squadron will be included in the squadron.
which the report appears among all reports units only) will be determined using the (See examples fig 3-10.)
being submitted by the unit reducing the re- procedures outlined in paragraphs 3-9 and
ports to machine readable media. 3-10, and by considering any additional fac- 2. Determine the C-level value 'or organic

b. Section B. tors that have not been addressed in these units identified in step 1, for the rated areas of

(1) Block 51 (authorized level of organiza- paragraphs that are essential to the ability personnel, ElH, and ER by using the
n'on). Enter the unit ALe with the follow- of the reporting unit to operate as an effec- following procedure for each resource area

Sexc : tive combat force. (do not include C-5 resource area ratings in
g-; • composite computations):

.'(a) All units' with" ALO numerically 3-13. Determining composite C-levels No. C-I units x 1 = A
greater than 4wiU enter 4.' ..u.nits o rgani

-eatrtha , ... .. .en . . . .. a.'U wits'su'bm ittiffg com posite reports No. C-2 units x 2 = 8
wh(b-Type.B .-units, oc umnts organized will omit subordinate units- reporting C-5 No. C-3 units x 3 C

AL B,from measured resource area level computa- No. C-4 units x 4= D
a numaeric AL, enter -1-4_.-.., . • ' " • ltions (para 2-6 b(8)). However, the number No. --5 units = E

(c) Type .C units, or units organized at of subordinate units reporting C-S will be Average C-level value (each resource area) =

ALO C, enter4. . - " " ( s-bj'otivei7 -'onsidered in'determining the A+B+C---D -Total No. of Units - E (units

(2) Block 52 (reason for organization less parent unit's overall level. If the number of C-5 in a resource area)
than 1).. Enter P or S if a unit's ALO is dif- C-5 subordinate units is degrading the sta-
ferent from 1. To determine if P or S should tus of the parent unit below a C-3 level of Personnel Avg = ECH Avg = ER Avg

be used examine your unit's MTOE/TDA. operations, the parent unit will designate 3. Use table 3-10 to obtain a C--evel for the
If the primary area decremented as a result the appropriate resource area and its overall resource areas listed in step 2. Consider both
of the assigned ALO is personnel enter a level as C-5 '(must be approved by a the 50 percent rule and average value. The
"P," if the primary area decremented is MACOM). The numbeir of subordinate units composite level for these resource areas
equipment enter a "S." If I 'is entered in units' reporting C-5 will be recorded in the will be equal to the lowest level obtained
block 5 I, leave block 52 blank. READY remarks section of the Unit Status using these two criteria (C--4 being lower than"(3) 'Blcks 53 through 58 (date of report). Report (para 3-18b(1)(e)). G C-1). Calculated composit level summary:

Enter in blocks 53 through 58 the "as-of' • b. Roundout units will not be considered Personnel C-level ECH C-level = ER C-
date of report or date of change, if applica- when determining composite levels until level
ble. In blocks 53 through 54,.enter the last they have actually joined the parent unit af e

two digits of the calendar year. In blocks 55 ter call-up or mobilization. During peace- 4. Based on the number of C-5 levels within
and 56, enter the number of the month. In time, units will address the status of each resource area, determine if any of the
blocks 57 and 58, enter the day. . . assigned roundout units in the remarks sec- calculated composite levels should be

"tion of the Unit Status Report. (para changed to C-5 (para 3-13a), requires
(4) Blocks 59 through 69 (blank). Leave 3-19b(7)). Commanders of divisions will MACOM approval. Revised composite level

blank.' - consider intermediate assessment memoran- summary (if applicable):
(5) Blocks 70 through 75 (unit identifica- dums provided by assigned roundout bri- Peronnel Clevel = ECH C-level

tion code). Enter UIC of unit reducing the gades (para 2-8c) when completing C-level ER

reports to machine readable media. roundout unit remarks.
(6) Blocks 76 through 77 (report type). c. Once an inactivating unit qualifies and 5, SubjecOtrveeyDetermine a training level

Enter "FS." is allowed to report C-5 it may be com- based on the training levels of organic units

(7) Blocks 78 through 80 (report number). pletely disre-.garded in composite reports and factors outlined in paragraphs 3-9. 3-:2,

Enter the number which shows the order in (para 2-6b(2)). ano 3-13. Training C-level

which the report appears among all reports d. Su".e.tiv.Upgrade or downgrade of 6. Determine a computed overall level based
being submitted by the unit reducing the re- the computed overall level should be consid- on the lowest resource area level dceteirmicd
ports to machine readable media (tfIC in ered if the commander does not believe it is in steps 3, 4., and 5. Then, consider
blocks 70 through 75). truly representative of the status of his unit tuect,-e4yupgrading or downgrading !',e

AR 220-1 , UPDATE
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BOLDUHIFT

RC ENHANCEMENT

ACTION PLAN

STASK FORCE

o - COMPOSITION: FORSCOM/CONUSA/NGB/DANG/USARC

- ADVISORY CELLS: RG, AC DIVISIONS, TPUS, SIARCS, MUSARCS,

TRADOC
- SENIOR ADVISORY GROUP (SAG): DA RO BDE TASK FORCE

o ACTION METHODOLOGY

- EXECUTION CONCURRENT WITH ANALYSIS AND REFINEMENT

- 7TH ID MODEL

- PILOT PROGRAMS (SEP 91 - AUG 92) RO/RU & RDF RC CSS POOL
- MATURE PROGRAMS (SEP 92 -'AUG 93) RC REINFORCING UNITS

o IN PROCESS REVIEWS

- WEEKLY (START AUG 91) CINCFOR

- QUARTERLY (START AUG 91) CSA
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IOLDSHIEI
BIG SEVEN PROGRAMS

"RESULTS"

0-t

> R - REORGANIZE & REALIGN - PAM FORCE

E - EXERCISE - CONTINGENCY EDRE

S - SOLDIER TRAINING (MOSQ) - USARF SCHOOLS

U - UNIT TRAINING - REGIONAL TRAINING CENTERS

L - LEADER TRAINING - TRADOC & USARF SCHOOLS

T - TRAINING INVOLVEMENT - WARTIME CHAIN

S - SUPPORT (FULL TIME)
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R E S U L T S
RESTRUCTURE, REORGANIZE, REALIGN

o PURPOSE: PROMOTE HIGHER PERS/TNG READINESS. IMPROVE C2

o o CONCEPT:

- CONSIDER DEMOGRAPHICS
-- PERSONNEL FILL/QUALITY

MITIGATE TURBULENCE
S- CONSIDER C2 IMPACTS

-- ORGANIZATIONAL & GEOGRAPHIC SPAN OF CONTROL
4 -- BRANCH/CAPSTONE/DTA ALIGNMENT

S-- STATE MISSIONS
0

- TRAINING ACCOMMODATION - ARMORIES/CENTERS, MTA & SCHOOLS

Zo MILESTONES:

- APR 91 - DA IDENTIFIES SRC FOR OCAR & NGB REDUCTION

- MAY 91 - DA DIRECTS FORSCOM REVIEW OCAR/NGB CMD PLAN

- JUN 91 - OCAR IDENTIFIES UNITS FOR REDUCTION

- JUN - AUG 91 - NGB SUBMITS SUMMER CMD PLAN TO DA
-- RELOCATION PLAN TO BE SUBMITTED

- NLT I SEP 91 - FORSCOM MSG TO NGB REQUESTING RELOCATION
PLAN FOR REVIEW

- OCT 91 - CONGRESS ID ACTUAL FY 92 RC CUTS

- OCT 91 - DA, FORSCOM, OCAR/USARC, NGB, CONUSA COORDINATE
WINTER CMD PLAN

-- ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH DA DIRECTIVE
- 15 DEC 91 - DA, FORSCOM, OCAR/USARC, NGB, CONUSA CMD

PLAN IPR

- MAR 92 - FORSCOM REVIEWS CMD PLAN READINESS IMPACTS

- APR 92 - DA DECISION ON CMD PLAN
****0*0000

- 1 NOV 92 - FORSCOM, NGB, OCAR AND DA BEGIN STUDY

AUGMENTEE/TTHS CONCEPT
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R E S U L T S
EMERGENCY DEPLOYMENT READINESS EXERCISE (EDRE)

o PURPOSE:

- INCENTIVE:

0 -- RECOGNIZE/MOTIVATE MINUTEMEN

-- BRAGGING RIGHTS

-- URGENCY

- TPU READINESS FOCUS

- READINESS ASSESSMENT - USR VALIDATION

0

CONCEPT:
- TEAM CHIEF - CONUSA CMDR

- ASSESSMENT TM - CONUSA/USARC/STARC/MUSARC/TRADOC

- EVALUATE

-- PERSONNEL - FILL, QUALITY, TURBULENCE

-- LOGISTICS - MAINTENANCE, SUPPLY

-- TRAINING - DMOSQ, NCOES, OBC/OAC, GUNNERY, DRILLS

-- MOB FILES

- FREQUENCY (MATURE) - TWO/WEEK PER CONUSA

o MILESTONES:

- JUL 91 - OCAR, DIR ARNG BRIEFED; SUPPORTIVE

- 10 OCT 91 - DRAFT REG DEVELOPED

- OCT 91 - FEB 92 - DRAFT REG STAFFED
- TEAMS IDENTIFIED & TRAINED

- I MAR 92 - EDRES BEGIN IN EACH CONUSA (RO/RU, RDF CSS)

- MAR - SEP 92 - EDRE CONCEPT ASSESSED, MODIFIED

- FY 93 - MATURE PROGRAM
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R E S U L T S

SOLDIER TRAINING

o PURPOSE:
0 - REVIEW AND IMPROVE CURRENT MOSQ/DMOSQ SYSTEM

S- DRAMAT ICALLY IMPROVE MOSQ/DMOSQ & SOLD IER SPECIALITY TNG

o CONCEPT:

- FORSCOM, TRADOC, CONUSA, UNITS IMPLEMENT SYSTEMIC FIXES
o - TRADOC ASSIST WITH INSTRUCTOR CERT AND POI REVISION
0 - CONUSA'S PROGRAM RESOURCES & ASSIST USARF SCHOOLS

- TPU IDENTIFY ACCURATE RQRMNTS & PROGRAM ATTENDANCE
c - EDRE FOLLOW THROUGH

o MILESTONES:

- 15 SEP 91 - TPU IDENTIFY RQRMNT/CONUSA PLANNING CONF

- 15 SEP 91 - CONUSA/TRADOC-USARF RECRUIT & CERT
INSTRUCTORS

- 15 OCT 91 - DETAILED TNG PLANS AND CONTRACTS FINALIZED

- NLT 15 DEC 91 - COMMENCE IDT PHASES

- 3RD QTR 92 -. COMMENCE AT PHASES

- NOV 91 - QTRLY REV & ANLYS-FORSCOM/CONUSA/MUSARC/TRADOC

-- MONITOR PROGRAM PROGRESS

-- TRACE MOSQ/DMOSQ RQRMNT PROCESS (TIED TO EDRE)

-- IDENTIFY CAUSES FOR HIGH MOSQ/DMOSQ REQUIREMENTS

S -- IMPROVE USARF CAPABILITY (INDIVIDUAL AND SYSTEMIC)

- 4TH QTR 92 - FORSCOM HOST WORK GRP FOR SYSTEMIC FIXES

- FY 93 - MATURE PROGRAM
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R E S U L T S

UNIT TRAINING

RESERVE TRAINING CONCEPT
4 6

o PURPOSE:

- MATURE THE METHODOLOGY FOR PRE-MOB'RC COLL TNG
- TRAIN RC UNITS AT ACHIEVEABLE ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS

- PROVIDE BATTLE FOCUS

aCONCEPT:
- CONUSA/CAPSTONE/DTA CONDUCTED TRAINING

- CENTRALIZED PLANNING & SUPPORT

- DECENTRALIZED EXECUTION
-4 - UNIT TRAINING
4) -- COMBAT: CREW QUAL & PLT MANEUVER

-- COMBAT SPT: CREW QUAL & CO/BTRY EXERCISES
-- CBT SVC SPT: IND QUAL & CO STX

- LEADER

- - CO/BN/BDE CDR & STAFF
-- SIMULATION

o MILESTONES:

- NOV 90 - APR 91 - DESERT STORM RO EDE TNG CONDUCTED

- JUN 91 - RTC PROTOTYPE AT FT MCCOY BY 4TH ARMY
- 15 SEP 91 - CONUSA AT 92 RTC PLAN

- I NOV 91 - FOkýCOM, CONUSA, TRADOC, ARNG, USAR PACKAGE"HOW TO" MATERIAL FROM DESERT SHIELD/STORM TRAINING
* EXPERIENCE
- 1 NOV 91 - TPUiCONUSA/CAPSTONE/DTA COMMENCE PREPARATION

AT 92 PROGRAM
- AT 92 - RTC TRAINING IN EACH CONUSA
- 4 QTR FY 92 - RTC PROGRAM ANALYSIS &-REVISIONS
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S' R E S U L T S

LEADER TRAINING

o PURPOSE: DEVELOP LEADERS WITH BETTER SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND
COMMAND PRESENCE TO EXECUTE PRE AND POST MOB
TRAINING STRATEGIES

o CONCEPT:
- EXECUTE QUALITY LEADER TNG IN NG ACAD/USARF/TRADOC

SCHOOLS

- INCORPORATE LEADER TRAINING IN RTC EXERCISES

> - EXECUTE TCDC AND OTHER CDR/STAFF TNG EXERCISES
0

- IMPROVE EXPORTABLE RC LEADER TNG SUPPORT PACKAGES

- CONDUCT HARD SKILL, SMALL UNIT LEADER COURSES (JUNIOR
P" LEADER BATTLE SKILLS COURSES - LIGHT LEADER MODEL)

o MILESTONES:
- 15 SEP 91 - PILOT UNITS' LEADER TNG REQUIREMENTS ID'D

- 15 SEP 91 - CONUSA/TRADOC SCHEDULE RO/RU BDES FOR TCDC

- 15 OCT 91 - CONUSA/TPU PLANS FOR LDR COURSES FINALIZED

- NOV 91 - FORSCOM/TRADOC TAILOR TCDC & PREP EXERCISES

- 15 SEP 91 - CONUSA ASSISTANCE TO USARF SCHOOLS
-- RECRUIT & TRAIN ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTORS

- NLT DEC 91 - COMMENCE NCOES/OES COURSES - IDT PHASES

- 2ND QTR FY 92 - FIRST RO/UP BDES ATTEND MODIFIED TCDC

- 3RD/4TH QTR FY 92 - AT PHASES OES/NCOES COMMENCE

- AT 92 - RTC CONDUCTED - EMPHASIS ON LEADER TASKS

"- FY 92 - TRADOC CONDUCTS JUNIOR LEADER BATTLE SKILLS
COURSES

- FY 92/93 QUARTERLY MEETINGS (REVIEW & ANALYSIS)

- FY 93 - MATURE PROGRAM
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R E S U L T S

TRAINING INVOLVEMENT OF WARTIME CHAIN

- o PURPOSE:
kfly

IMPROVE TRAINING 6u!DANCE AND SUPPORT

- INCREASE VISIBILITY OF SUBORDINATE UNIT READINESS

- IMPROVE ALIGNMENT OF AC/RC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS/EQUIPMENT

PRIORITIES

o CONCEPT:
0 - REALIGN CAPSTONE/DTA WITH CMD PLAN AND AMOPS

- DEEPER CAPSTONE/DTA INVOLVEMENT IN TPU TNG READINESS
• •- CAPSTONE/WARTIME TRACE INVOLVEMENT IN USR

oMILESTONES:
- 15 SEP 91 - FORSCOM ID PILOT UNITS FOR XVIII CORPS TRACE

- I OCT 92 - FORSCOM ESTABLISHES C2/DTA FOR PILOT UNITS

- 1ST QTR FY 92 - INTENSIVE MGT/SUPPORT COMMENCES BETWEEN

PILOT RO/RU/RDF & CAPSTONE DTA COMMANDS

- 3D QTR FY g2 - DA, FORSCOM, CONUSA, OCAR, AND ARNG

ESTABLISH RDF WARTIME TRACE (COMMAND PLAN)
- FY 93 WARTIME CHAIN ESTABLISHED AND IMPLEMENTED FOR ALL

RC UNITS
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' R E S U L T S

SUPPORT (FULL TIME)

. PURPOSE: IMPROVE READINESS OF PRIORITY RC UNITS BY ENHANCING
QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF FTS

o CONCEPT:

- OPERATE WITHIN PROGRAMMED RESOURCES

- STUDY UNCONVENTIONAL APPROACHES
-- RIF OF AGR/MIL TECH PROGRAM

S-- RECRUIT QUALITY AC FOR FTS
0

S-- PROTECT AC FTS

-- REALIGN AC FTS

.-- CONSIDER 21C, AUGMENTEE & ADVISOR PROGRAM

---- ENCOURAGE CONGRESS TO FUND FTS IN RO/RU/RDF AT USAF
- RESERVE LEVELS

o MILESTONES:

- AUG 91 - INITIATE PROGRAM. FORSCOM TF AND DIR, ARNG

- SEP 91 - ARNG MANPOWER TEAM BRIEFS FORSCOM TASK FORCE

- SEP - OCT 91 - ARNG/FORSCOM/USARC/CONUSA COLLECT INFO

- - TARGET STATES

- OCT - DEC 91 - ARNG/FORSCOM/USARC/CONUSA EVALUATE

PER-LOG-TNG SYSTEMS

- 2ND QTR - FORSCOMiARNG/OCAR DEVELOP RECOMMENDED POLICY
CHANGES

"- 3RD QTR - FORSCOMIARNG/OCAR DEVELOP CHANGES TO UNIT FTS
MODELS
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS FORCES COMMAND

FORT MCPHERSON. GEORGIA 30330-6000

FCJ3-RC '" 7 FE, 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Implementing Instructions for the Operational Readiness Exercise (ORE)
Pilot Program

1. Reference Coordinating Draft of FORSCOM/AHNG Regulation XXX-X Emergency
Deployment Readiness Exercise (EDRE) dated 8 Nov 91.

2. Reference requested detailed comments to the coordinating draft of the EDRE
regulation. These comments have been reviewed arid incorporated into the enclosed
Operational Readiness Exercise (ORE) pilot program for FY 92. This document defines
the approved pilot program which will be executed during the remainder of FY 92.

3. in addition to testing and refining the ORE program, commands, states and
agencies must capture accurate resoucing information so we can refine our sus-
tainment costs.

4. Give us your feedback and lessons learned as you execute the pilot OREs. We will
host IPRs in June and September to revic;v findings and progress, but can make
message changes during the pilot progam if warranted.

5. Scheduiing of units to undergo OREs during FY 92 must be closely coordinated
among the CONUSA, Army National Guard, USARC, CORPS, STARCs and MUSARCs.
MaKe maximum effort to program an ORE for each pilot unit in FY 92. CONUSA and
pilot units should agree on thg events that will be covered during the ORE. The ORE
events for tank and Bradley units will include exercises in gunnery and maintenance
as outlined in the ORE document dated 31 January 1992 (enclosed). CONUSA will
begin OREs in March 1992.

6. All CONUSA have or will have conducted their annual scheduling conference
between the months of January and March. The procedure outlined in Chapter 3 of
the ORE pilot program will be used to schedule units for OREs during FY 93.
CONUSA will provide FORSCOM their confirmod FY 93 schedule NLT the second
week of May 1992.
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FCJ3-RC
SUBJECT: Implementing instructions for the Operational Readiness Exercise (ORE)
Pilot Program

7. Standardization is central to the success of the ORE program. One Army, one
standard. The enclosed document, dated 31 January 1992, provides the standards
for the conduct of all OREs. Any deviation from established procedures, checklists,
team composition, etc., must be approved by FORSCOM (TF BOLD SHIFT) prior to
execution of a scheduled ORE.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

Encl C. G. MARH
Major General, USA
Chief of Staff

DISTRIBUTION:
5 - HODA, ATTN: DAMO-TRR
10 - DIRECTOR ARMY NATIONAL GUARD, ATTN: NGB-ARO
Commander
10 - UNITED STATES ARMY RESERVE COMMAND, ATTN: AFRC-PO
10 - FIRST UNITED STATES ARMY AND FORT GEORGE G. MEADE, ATTN: AFKA-
DCST
10 - SECOND UNITED STATES ARMY, ATTN: AFKD-DCST
10 - FIFTH UNITED STATES ARMY AND FORT SAM HOUSTON, ATTN: AFKB-DCST
10 - SIXTH UNITED STATES ARMY AND PSF SAN FRANCISCO, ATTN: AFKC-DCST
10 - I CORPS AND FORT LEWIS, ATTN: AFZH-G3
10 - III CORPS AND FORT HOOD, ATTN: AFZF-G3
10 - XVIII AIRBORNE CORPS AND FORT BRAGG, ATTN: AFZA-G3

"I7
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FORSCOM/ARNG Operational Readiness Exercise (ORE) Pilot 31 Jan 1992

Chapter 1

General

1-1 PURPOSE: The purpose of this pilot program is to establish policies and

responsibilities for planning, resourcing and conducting the Operational Readiness

Exercise (ORE).

1-2 INTENT:

The intent of the ORE (Pilot) program is to provide a motivational training and

assessment exercise to selected companies and detachments and develop the criteria

for validating the pre-mob/pre-alert operational readiness of Army units to deploy and

perform assigned wartime missions. The exercise will recognize the commitment of

soldiers and assess the command's readiness in critical training tasks, personnel

qualifications, maintenance of mission essential equipment, and selected mobilization,

deployment, administrative and logistical areas. Additionally, the program will act as

a means to institutionalize a single standard across the Total Army. The exercise will

assist the chain of command in developing enhanced training, better resourcing of

training programs and will serve as an important cross check to verification of the unit
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FORSCOM/ARNG Operational Readiness Exercisd (ORE) Pilot 31 Jan 1992

status report (USR) and the training plans. This program will identify resourcing

shortfalls, systemic problems and Army readiness enhancement needs requiring

intervention at the highest levels of AC and RC leadership.

1-3 GOALS: A major goal of the ORE pilot program is to determine pre-mob (RC)/pre-

alert (AC) validation definitions, training standards and readiness criteria to be used

across the Total Army and the appropriate length of time period during which a pre-

mob/pre-alert validation would remain in effect. A major goal of the mature ORE

program is to validate pre-mob/pre-alert operational and training readiness of selected

Active and Reserve Component units and their preparedness to deploy and perform

assigned wartime missions lAW Annex C, FORSCOM Regulation 500-3-1 (FORMDEPS

- FORSCOM Mobilization and Deployment System).

1-4 REFERENCES: See ANNEX A

1-5 SCOPE:

In FY 92, this program will apply to selected AC and RC units designated to

participate in the BOLD SHIFT pilot program. The goals of the ORE pilot program are

to give readiness and training focus to BOLD SHIFT pilot units, and refine the ORE for

extension to the Total Army in FY 93.

a. The ORE (Pilot) will be the vehicle to confirm the accuracy and correlation

of information between the criteria required for deployment pre-mob/pre-alert

validation, the proposed pre-mob/pre-alert validation criteria in ANNEX D and the

unit's reported status of resources and training as contained in the most recent Unit
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FORSCOM/ARNG Operational Readiness Exercise (ORE) Pilot 31 Jan 1992

Status Report(USR). When available, the information provided by the Training

Assessment Model (TAM-replaces the 1-R) will be correlated with the ORE and USR

data. Specific instructions on how to accomplish cross-verification will be developed

during the pilot year.

b. The ORE (Pilot) will be conducted in organizations below brigade, focusing on

company sized or smaller units. The training phase of the ORE will be based on METL

supporting battle tasks which the wartime chain of command has identified and

approved for each unit. These tasks should be selected based on the BOLD SHIFT

training framework of crew and platoon focus for combat units and section through

company/battery focus for combat support and combat service support units in both

the active and reserve component. The compliance and review phase will evaluate

mission essential personnel readiness, equipment status and other critical readiness

areas consistent with deployment validation criteria, with a primary focus on the

wartime mission capability of the unit.

c. The intended process is that CONUSA, Corps, STARCs and MUSARCs

establish annual ORE schedules for battalions, separate companies or smaller

organizations so resources and facilities can be programmed and scheduled, while

respecting "near term" notification time lines as specified in FM 25-100, Training the

Force, for units actually selected. AC divisions and brigades (or equivalents) will

schedule the battalion or separate company ORE on their long range planning and

quarterly training calendars. RC brigades, battalions, separate companies or their
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FORSCOM/ARNG Operational Readiness Exercise (ORE) Pilot 31 Jan 1992

equivalent headquarters will schedule the ORE on their yearly training calendar (YTC).

RC ORE's will be scheduled primarily during MDT to minimize disruption of programmed

RTC (Reserve Training Concept) training. The actual, company or detachment to

undergo the ORE will be notified at the beginning of the "near term" planning cycle

times (120 days for RC, 8 weeks for AC) described in FM 25-100 (Chapter 3).

d. The bench mark for the conduct of the ORE is published Army standards. The

approved unit METL will be the basis for all training evaluations and assessments.

Where the ARTEP/MTP is published, it will be used to establish tasks, conditions and

standards for the training assessment. The gaining wartime command or METL

approving headquarters will develop and publish METL supporting tasks, conditions

and standards when no published standard exists. Where gaining command tasks and

standards are developed, gaining command tasks will be consolidated and reviewed

during the pilot period (with TRADOC's assistance) for application to like units

throughout the Army for use when the program reaches maturity.

1-6 OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of ORE (Pilot) program are:

a. To enhance the Total Army by applying uniform standards against which to

assess wartime mission preparedness.

b. To help bring specific training and readiness focus to small unit training

plans and programs.

c. To improve unit operational readiness through objective external evaluation
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FORSCOM/ARNG Operational Readiness Exercise (ORE) Pilot 31 Jan 1992

and cross-walk with the USR and TAM.

d. To use appropriate personnel, logistics and resource findings to cross-check

battalion/separate unit status reports to better identify resource

requirements.

e. To collect information on resource requirements with the goal of improved

resource allocation.

f. To eliminate duplicative evaluation and assessment programs currently

applied to units, either in part or in total.

g. For combat arms companies, to develop Army wide pre-mob/pre-alert

validation training standards and readiness criteria for training programs,deployment

preparedness and determine the length of time pre-mob/pre-alert validation will remain

in effect and changes which will affect pre-mob/pre-alert validation.

h. For CS/CSS units, to develop mobilization and deoloyment validation criteria.

i. To confirm the pre-mob/pre-alert preparedness and operational readiness

status of AC and RC units using established training standards.

j. To create a readiness focused exercise that acts as an incentive, enhances

overall readiness and reinforces the positive attitudes and the commitment of soldiers

and leaders.
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FORSCOM/ARNG Operational Readiness Exercise (ORE) Pilot 31 Jan 1992

Chapter 2

Responsibilities

2-1 Commanding General, Forces Command:

a. Establish, in coordination with the Army National Guard Directorate, policies

and directives implementing the pilot ORE program.

b. Monitor AC and RC program compliance.

c. Oversee ORE program execution to ensure consistency in the application of

training criteria and standards.

d. Task FORSCOM installations and units to support the ORE (Pilot) program

as necessary.

e. Coordinate with Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) for support as

required.

f. Prioritize resources to support the ORE program.

g. In coordination with NGB, USARC, and CONUSA review and approve

changes during the ORE (Pilot) program.

h. Review quarterly ORE summaries to identify and correct systemic

deficiencies and refine the ORE program.

2-2 Director, Army National Guard:

a. Provide resource guidance to state Adjutants General (TAGs) to support the

ORE (Pilot) program.
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b. Establish and coordinate procedures with TAGs to monitor ARNG ORE (Pilot)

program compliance.

c. Provide input to FORSCOM for necessary ORE (Pilot) program changes.

d. Review quarterly ORE summaries to identify and correct systemic

deficiencies and refine the program.

e. Provide personnel to fill ARNG ORE team requirements to the CONUSA

during the pilot program.

2-3 Commanders, US Army Corps:

a. Provide personnel to fill AC ORE team requirements to the CONUSA during

the pilot program.

b. Monitor ORE (Pilot) program compliance.

c. Support CONUSA resource requirements for equipment, training areas and

support personnel for OREs, within capability.

d. Provide input to FORSCOM for necessary ORE (Pilot) program changes.

e. Support scheduling of CORPS units to participate in the ORE (Pilot) program.

f. Review quarterly ORE summaries to identify and correct systemic

deficiencies and refine the ORE program.

2-4 Commanders, Continental US Armies:

a. Have primary responsibility for conduct of the ORE program.

b. Establish and train dedicated ORE Team(s) within each CONUSA to conduct

the ORE (Pilot) program. (Teams projected to be expanded in FY 93 to provide mature
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ORE capability.)

d. Coordinate through appropriate CORPS/NGB/USARC peacetime chain of

command for scheduling AC/ARNG/USAR units to receive the ORE.

e. Tailor the ORE program to the type unit, complexity of wartime mission,

deployment priority and unit training program.

f. Provide ORE after action review and "take home" package to the assessed

unit and appropriate higher headquarters at the conclusion of each evaluation.

g. Provide quarterly ORE summaries to FORSCOM, NGB, USARC, and the

CORPS. Comment specifically on the validity of the pre-mob/pre-alert validation

criteria and process developed for the pilot program.

h. Provide input to FORSCOM for necessary ORE (Pilot) program changes.

i. Provide Inspector General support for ORE follow-up.

j. Review quarterly ORE summaries to identify and correct systemic

deficiencies and refine the ORE program.

2-5 Commanding General, United States Army Reserve Command (USARC):

a. Support scheduling of USAR units by each CONUSA to participate in ORE

(Pilot) program.

b. Provide resource guidance to MUSARC to support the ORE (Pilot) program.

c. Provide input to FORSCOM for necessary ORE (Pilot) program changes.

d. Provide personnel to fill USAR ORE Team requirements to the CONUSA

during the pilot program.
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e. Provide Inspector General suppJrt for ORE follow.-up.

f. Review quarterly ORE summaries to identify and correct systemic

deficiencies and refine the ORE program.

2-6 The State Adjutants General:

a. Support scheduling of ARNG units by each CONUSA to participate in ORE

(Pilot) program.

b. Provide resources to support units selected for ORE (Pilot) participation.

c. Provide Inspector General support for ORE follow-up.

d. Review quarterly ORE summaries to identify and correct systemic

deficiencies and refine the ORE program.
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Chapter 3

Policies and Procedures

3-1 Concept:

a. All units (i.e., battalion or separate company) scheduled to participate in the

ORE program will have the month during which the exercise will be conducted

identified at the CONUSA Scheduling Conference in the January - March time period

for the following Training Year (TY). Battalions, CS/CSS separate companies and

smaller organizations will be programmed on the ORE annual schedule so that

resources and facilities can be programmed and scheduled. AC battalions will be

identified on the division and brigade quarterly training calendar. RC battalions and

parent headquarters of separate companies and smaller organizations will schedule

ORFE's on the Yearly Training Plan (YTP).

(1) Each CONUSA will reconfirm schedules with Corps, STARC and

MUSARC not later than 1 May for the following training year.

(2) RC battalions/separate companies will be informed which company

elements will be exercised by their respective CONUSA 120 days prior to the ORE.

Platoons and sections to be assessed (collective and individual training tasks) will not

be identified until the week prior to the date of the ORE. All units will furnish the

CONUSA DCST, through the appropriate chain of command, a current task

assessment of critical individual and collective tasks upon being notified uf an

upcoming ORE.
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(3) AC ORE companies will be notified by the division commander or his

designated representative eight weeks prior to the ORE.

(4) AC units will provide the training assessment to their parent division

commander. The assessment will be forwarded to the CONUSA, ATTN: DCST, for

use by the ORE team.

b. The ORE (Pilot) program will consist of four phases as described below:

(1) The compliance phase will include the review of records and

assessment of locally stationed equipment and should not require the presence of the

entire unit.

(2) The training phase will verify the individual and unit training

proficiency of the unit, including METL related critical battle tasks, selected CTT

tasks, APFT test and the unit's training management system. The ORE will normally

not exceed 48 hours without specific coordination with the unit, it's resourcing

headquarters (AC and RC) and the ORE team.

(3) The report phase consists of two parts:

(a) The ORE Report with checklist (ANNEX D) will be prepared by

the CONUSA ORE team. The report will include completed training evaluation outlines

(TEO) developed from the ARTEP/MTP manual or gaining and command task,

conditions and standards for each unit. Any other documents or reports used in the

assessment will also be included.

(b) The purpose of the report is to provide an external, objective
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assessment to assist commanders in planning training to achieve readiness, identifying

systemic issues or problems and highlighting resource shortfalls.

(c) A Quarterly ORE Program Summary prepared by the CONUSA.

(4) The follow-up phase consists of two parts:

(a) The unit commander review of the ORE report.

(b) IG review of the unit's correcL.,e action plan and the actions

by higher headquarters.

c. The CONUSA ORE Team will permit units to make on-the-spot corrections,

but will note in its report the correction and the number of repetitions required to meet

standard.

d. ORE teams will include qualified functional area experts to assess training,

personnel and logistics readiness levels (see ANNEXES B and C). The goal for ORE

team composition is equal representation of one-third AC, one-third ARNG and one-

third hjSAR. A different ratio is permissible when necessary to man the teams.

e. Mission essential equipment stored away from the unit (i.e., MATES, UTES,

ECSs and AMSAs) will be inspected where located. Supporting maintenance facilities

will not be assessed more than once annually. These annual assessments will consist

"of an extensive evaluation of equipment status, all resources required to maintain the

fleet and the adequacy of full-time manning support. Special attention will be paid to

the organization's, STARC's or MUSARC's ability to program and perform scheduled

services, fill of PLL/ASL and TAMMS procedures. Assessments will be conducted
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lAW ANNEX D Section III paragraphs A (Personnel) and E (Maintenance). The training

assessment portion of the ORE will not be conducted.

3-2 Program:

a. The ORE exercise will verify the status of critical, personnel, logistics and

training functions that directly impact the unit's ability to acco.,iplish its wartime

mission.

b. Compliance Phase. While the intent of the ORE is to minimize administrative

focus, there are certain personnel, logistical and training management areas that

require review. The unit will be given a schedule of events for all phases of the

exercise prior to the ORE team arrival.

(1) Personnel: Medical records (HIV and immunizations), dental records

and SGLI will be reviewed. Family support records including DEERS enrollment,

dependent ID cards, legal documents (powers of attorney, wills, etc.), and family care

plans will be checked. Personnel qualification records including MOS qualification

(MOSQ/DMOSQ), NCO and officer qualification and personnel deployability will also

be reviewed.

(2) Logistics: Unit maintenance training, operator, organizational and DS

maintenance support and unit property records will be reviewed. It is imperative that

a significant sample of the pacing items be inspected, along with the maintenance

support system for the organization. PLLI/ASL adequacy will be evaluated, along with

the TMDE program (calibration and training) and status of scheduled services for
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equipment physically located at home station (not to be duplicative of assessment at

equipment storage sites).

(3) Training: Unit's training management system, APFT, CTT, gunnery

and marksmanship records.

(4) The unit commander may request other areas be reviewed based on

priorities and the commander's assessment.

c. Training Phase. The focus of the training exercise will depend on the type

of unit, the unit's wartime mission and the resources available. The emphasis will be

on those critical, METL supporting battle tasks determined by the battle focus process

(e.g., individual through platoon level collective tasks for the combat arms and

individual through company/battery level collective tasks for combat support/service

support units). The ORE team will select those tasks designated Trained (T) and

Partially Trained (P) from the assessment provided by the unit RC commander 120

days prior to the scheduled date of the ORE or prior to the six week lock-in (AC unit

commander). The ability of the chain of command to plan, conduct and assess

training will also be evaluated.

(1) The verification of the training proficiency assessment will be built

around an appropriate training exercise that is evaluated by the ORE team. ANNEX

E is a compilation of possible training exercises and suggestions for the training

portion of the ORE (not prescriptive or restrictive). During FY 92, CONUSA ORE

Teams will develop and administer training exercises tailored to the type unit being
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evaluated, the commander's assessment and available resources/facilities. At the

conclusion of the ORE Pilot program, training exercises for like type units will be

reviewed and appropriate examples incorporated into the ORE regulation.

(2) The training exercise will take place at a location that is reasonably

accessible to the unit and that has the facilities/resources that support a realistic

assessment. The availability of individual weapons, NBC equipment, combat and

support vehicles, crew served weapons, OPFOR, TADSS and maneuver areas are

essential to the conduct of the exercise. Force-on force exercises will be conducted

with MILES.

(3) For tank and Bradley units, the training exercise will include a

gunnery phase. This can range from full caliber to COFT. TCGST/BCGST can be

included as a portion of this phase but cannot be the sole basis used for determining

crew proficiency.

(4) The units' ability to operate and maintain its pacing item(s) of

equipment will be included in all ORE assessments. The focus of this requirement is

on the crews' ability to perform before, during and after operations maintenance and

to assess the maintenance climate established by the leadership. This requirement is

not the same as that found in the compliance section of this document.

(5) The ORE team will make coordination to obtain those items essential

to the conduct of the exercise which are not reasonably available at the unit.

(6) A significant sample of the unit (about thirty soldiers is a guideline)
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will be administered selected CTT tasks and the APFT to confirm the individual task

training assessment and the physical training program.

(7) Other individual training evaluations will be tailored to pre-alert

requirements. Skills that are approved for post-alert training will not be included in

this evaluation. However, the feasibility of completing post-alert tasks within the time

available based on the unit ready to load date will be evaluated.

d. Report Phase: ORE teams will make specific observations and report

findings on the adequacy of management and resourcing (i.e., personnel, facilities,

command support and reporting visibility) in the personnel, logistics and maintenance

programs. The evaluation may include comment on command and support echelons

above the unit level being assessed, as appropriate.

(1) The ORE assessment report and annotated checklist will be used by

the ORE team to out-brief the unit commander at the conclusion of the exercise.

After Action Reviews (AAR) will be conducted lAW FM 25-101, Appendix G. The

ORE team chief will give a copy of the complete final report to the first General Officer

in the peacetime chain-of-command.

• (2) A Quarterly ORE Program Summary will be prepared by each

CONUSA and provided to FORSCOM, NGB, USARC and Corps identifying the number

of OREs conducted, patterns and systemic problems. The report should contain

recommendations on improving the program.

e. Follow-up Phase:
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(1) The unit commander will annotate on a copy of the ORE validation

report indicating items the unit is able to correct and items requiring assistance from

the higher headquarters to correct. The annotated report will be forwarded through

the first General Officer in the peacetime chain-of-command to the IG within 30 days

of completion of the ORE.

(2) A follow up visit will be scheduled and conducted within 60 days

by the first IG in the peacetime chain-of-command. The IG will identify corrective

action taken, resourcing shortfalls and readiness enhancements requiring intervention

at higher levels of Army leadership. Results of the visit will be forwarded to the

respective and the CORPS/STARC/MUSARC, and ORE team as appropriate.

3-3 Recognition:

CONUSA commanders will develop appropriate methods of recognizing units

that demonstrate excellence in this program. Recognition programs may be

administered by Division, State(STARC) or MUSARC in addition to the CONUSA

program.
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ANNEX B: Evaluation Team Guidance.

B-1 Team members must be selected for their competence in appropriate technical

and functional areas. Teams will be staffed with AC and RC members without regard

to the component of the unit being evaluated. DA civilians may also be team

members when their special expertise is required.

B-2 Teams must be staffed with permanently assigned members. However, teams

may be expanded by detailing additional functional area experts to assist depending

on evaluation requirements for the units being exercised. The ORE team will include

enough qualified personnel to ensure a thorough evaluation can be completed in the

time allocated. The teams will be augmented as necessary to conduct STXs, MATES,

UTES, or AMSA evaluations.

B-3 The number of ORE teams required by each CONUSA will vary depending on the

density of units within their respective regions.

8-4 ORE team members will be stabilized for a minimum of 12 months and will have

no other outside duties.
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ANNEX C: CONUSA Model ORE Teams

ORE DIV
1 -COL(O1AW or Sr. LTC

1 -MSG(1 1iM)
1 -SEC(GS6)

*4 TM 1 TM 2 TM 3

COMBAT ARMS COMBAT SPT COMBAT SVC SPT

1 -LTC(02A) 1 -LTC(14/15/21/25A) 1 1LTC(03A)

1 -SEC(GS5) 1 -SEC(GS5) _______________

TRAINING TEAM TRAINING TEAM TRAINING TEAM

1-MAJ(11A or 12A) I 1-MAJ(14/15/21/25A) *1-MAJ(91A or 92A)

1 -CPT( 1 3A) I -CPT( 14/15/21 /25A) 1 -CPT(67H-)

1 -SFC(1 1 M) 1 -SFC(1 2B) 1 -MSG(88Z)

1 -SFC(1 3F) 1 -SFC(95B) 1 -SFC(76Z)

PERSONNEL: TEAM PESNE EAM PERSONNELTEA

1 -CPT(42A) -1-CPT(42A) *1-CPT(42A)

1 -SFC(75Z) 1-SFC(75Z) 1 -SFC(75Z)

*LOGISTICS TEAM: t.O.'G1ST1CS ýTEAM LOGISTIC TEA

1 1-CW2(915) 41-CW2(915) * -CW2(915)

I1-SFC(63B) 1 -SFC(63B) 1 -SFC(63B)

1-SFC(63H) 1-SFC(62B) 1-SFC(628)

1 -SFC(76Y) 1 -SFC(76Y) 1 -SFC(76Y)

4-NCO/CIV 4-NCO/CIV 4-NCO/CIV

TOTAL TEAM COMPOSITION =52 PERSONNEL
*Indicates personnel required for ORE teams to execute FY 92 program.
* Number of teams determined by unit types and density in each CONUSA.

Note: MOS requirements are goals.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE COMMANDER'S WORKSHEET

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

NOTE: Unit Commander is responsible for all entries
(except shaded areas) in PART I.

la. Enter the six digit Unit Identification Code, (UIC). The
UIC uniquely identifies a particular Modified Table of
Organization (MTOE) or Table of Distribution and Allowances (TDA)
organization.

b. COMPONENT. The Army component to which the unit be-
longs. Identified as follows: I - Active Component, 2 - Army
National Guard (ARNG), 3 - United States Army Reserve (USAR).

c. COMMAND. A two position code representing the CONUSA
area and MUSARC/GOCOM to which the unit is assigned. The two
position state abbreviation will be used for ARNG units. The
plain language translation of the code will also be shown to the
right of the command blocks. Command assignment codes are found
in the VFAAS Users Manual and are shown in the Reserve Componqnts
Troop Basis of the Army (U), (Annex I - U. S. Army Reserve Unit
Allocation; Annex II, Army National Guard Unit Allocation.) The
USAR Command Assignment Codes will are reprinted for reference in
enclosure .- to this test document.

d. STATUS. Enter a number in the status block as shown in
the following matrix. If the status of the unit is unknown, or
the unit does not fall into any of the listed categories, leave
the status block blank.

1 Affiliated 2 Affiliated (CFP Unit)

3 CORTRAIN 4 CORTRAIN (CFP Unit)

5 ROUNDOUT/UP 6 ROUNDOUT/UP (CFP Unit)

7 Contingency Force Pool (CFP) unit. (No other
Directed Training Association (DTA) relationship)

e. UNIT DESIGNATION. Consists of the CARSS, unit number,
unit branch, and unit description. It is used for extract purpos-
es only and is not a designated field in the data base. The Com-
bat Army Regimental System (CARSS). This is a code assigned to
combat and combat support units (IN, AR, FA, and AD MTOE units) to
link the unit with an historical regiment. This code is assigned
in conjunction with the unit number. For example, 1-42 IN would
be "01 0042 IN." The unit description will be the shortened title
of the unit. For example, "03 0102 AR BN HVY DIV."

f. UNIT ADDRESS. The complete address of the unit, to
include Post Office Box (if any), street, city, state, and nIn
digit ZIP code.



.g. TELEPHONE. Enter the commercial number including the
area code in the block marked (CIV) and the DSN (formerly AUTOVON)

in the block marked DSN.

h. READINESS GROUP. A two position code which identifies
the Readiness Group (RG) that has prime assistance responsibili-
ty. RG codes are listed in enclosure 2 to this test document.

i. SRC. Enter the complete Standard Requirements Code
(SRC) (13 digits). The SRC is identified on the most recent unit
MTOE authorization document. TDA organizations leave blank.

J. MOBILIZATION STATION (MOBSTA). The name or abbreviated
name of the active post, camp, or station in CONUS; or the
semi-active or state-owned post, camp, or station which is desig-
nated for the unit to report to upon mobilization; and the name of
the home station for all overseas units.

k. DATE LAST MOBEX. Enter mm/yy

1. LAST TRAINED WITHIN CAPSTONE TRACE. Enter mm/yy last
trained within the priority CAPSTONE trace. Must include training
with the next higher CAPSTONE commander.

m. CAPSTONE MISSION GUIDANCE RECEIVED/ADEQUATE. Indicate
by Y or N if current CAPSTONE guidance has been received from the
next higher headquarters in the priority CAPSTONE trace. Also
indicate whether the guidance is considered adequate for the
development of a unit Mission Essential Task List (METL) and
subsequent development of a training program directed at wartime
mission training proficiency. See FM 25-101 for details on the
development of the METL. During external training assessment, if
the answer to either question is no, the unit commander must
explain in the narrative comments what action has been taken to
resolve the guidance issue with the next higher wartime commander.

m. MISSION ESSENTIAL TASK LIST PREPARED/APPROVED. Indicate
by Y or N if the METL has been developed based on wartime mission
guidance and if the METL has been approved by the next higher

* commander in the CAPSTONE primary trace in accordance with
guidance outlined in Chapter Four, FORSCOM/ARNG Reg 350-2. Again,
during external evaluation, in the event either response is no,
the unit commander must indicate in the narrative comments the
status of METL development/approval to include any action needed
beyond his ability to influence.

2. STRENGTH.

a. and b. Required and authorized strength figures, based
on the units MTOE, will be computer generated from VFAS.

c. ASGD. Enter the assigned unit strength from SIDPERS.
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d. ATTRIT. Attrition represents the number of personnel
lost from a Troop Program Unit (TPU) in the Reserve Components.
It includes the following categories:

- discharges/retirements or
transfers to the Active Component

- transfer to the Individual Ready
Reserve (IRR) including unsatisfactory participants

- disciplinary losses

- losses due to change in civilian
vocation/location

- death, serious/chronic illness,
disabling physical limitations, etc.

- Running totals will be kept of
changes that occur during each calendar quarter. The unit
commander must determine when the loss occurs based on a common
sense analysis of the conditions surrounding the loss, receipt of
orders, morning report entries, etc. The number to be entered in
column d. will be the total at the end of the preceding quarter.
This figure will not be changed until the end of the next calendar
quarter. The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) will then be computer
generated.

e. TURNOVER. Represents the turbulence within the
organization. The number entered reflects any personnel changes
resulting from:

- Changes in MTOE/TDA authorization
that require internal moves (Example: NOS is changed; the soldier
filling the vacancy that was previously qualified now is not
qualified and requires reclassification training into the new MOS
or must be moved to a vacancy in the unit for which he is
qualified.)

- Promotion or any other move
internal to the unit that places a soldier/leader in a position
new to him or detailed to him, whether qualified or not. Specific
job responsibilities may or may not change.

- Losses from the unit (This will
include the number shown in the attrition block, transfers to
other RC units, voluntary short tour (ADSW/ADT/TTAD) requirements
with other units or activities (such as recent volunteers that
supported DESERT SHIELD/STORM).

- Figures are maintained and
entered similar to d. above. In both cases, annual percentage
rates will be computer generated.
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f.(1) PRES FOR DY AT. Blocks f. and g. apply only to the
AT period. Enter in f.(l) the total number of personnel actually
present for duty on the first day of AT. Include the number of
personnel that may be at the AT site undergoing leader
qualification/MOSQ under a "Schoolhouse to the soldier" or similar
type program. These personnel will be explained in the commander's
narrative. Unqualified soldiers and leaders should be in
individual training programs leading to qualification during AT if
the course calls for an AT phase. Unit commanders will not be
penalized for reflecting that these personnel, although at the AT
site, are not physically present with the unit.

(2) PRES FOR DY CC. Enter in f.(2) the number of personnel
authorized activities in lieu of AT as specified in AR 140-1, AR
135-91 (USAR), and NGR 350-1 (ARNG). A roster of personnel
afforded constructive credit that includes the name, grade and
reason for constructive credit will be added as enclosure to the
commander's narrative.

g. PRES FOR DY NOT CC. Enter the number not present for AT
that have not been given constructive credit.

3. EDUCATION. In the appropriate block (3a.,b. and h.,i.) enter
the number by grade authorized and assigned. In 3c through 3g and
3j through o, enter the number of personnel that require, but have
not yet completed the respective training.

p. In 3p enter the total number of soldiers that are
qualified in their duty MOS (DNOSQ).

q. In calculating the number of soldiers that are
doubleslotted, (3q), do not consider as doubleslotted, soldiers
that are in a sig month overlap with an incoming soldier assigned
to that position.

r. The entry in 3r is self explanatory. Split entry
training soldiers or those with a reservation/date to start IADT
are included. If the unit, due to its priority, has been
"specifically authorized overstrength in selected MOS, those
soldiers will not be counted as double slotted. This presumes
that the unit commander has first assigned soldiers to all unit
vacancies.

s. The Commander's MOSQ Training Requirement (TR) is a
number that identifies the percentage of soldiers within the orga-
nization that are not qualified that fall within the commander's
ability to influence, hence, the training requirement. The per-
centage will be computer generated. It is figured as follows:

1 - NUMBER OF SOLDIERS DMOSO = TR
NO OF SOLDIERS ASGD - (IADT/AWAITING IADT + DOUBLESLOTTED)
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4. ANNUAL TRAINING. Enter in 4.a. and 4.b. the dates of Annual
Training (AT) and the AT site. In addition, if the unit is
training as part of the Overseas Deployment Training program,
enter (ODT) at end of site block. This requirement does not apply
to units that are on Year Round Training (YRT). Enter the
training level according to the table below. The level indicated
should be a true reflection of the training level and not
necessarily the level organized. A maneuver battalion, although
training in a multi-echelon environment, and under battalion
control, may be conducting "lanes training" at the platoon or
company level. In this example a code A or B would be the
appropriate entry. During the AT period, if the unit undergoes an
ARTEP/AMTP External Evaluation (AEE), the results will be recorded
as changes to unit performance on the METL and must be
specifically detailed in the Evaluator's narrative comments. In
order to receive credit for an AEE, the evaluation must include an
assessment of all METL tasks. ARTEP/AMTP levels are:

CODE TRAINING/ARTEP/AMTP LEVEL

A BELOW CO/BTRY/TRP LEVEL (SQD, CREW, TEAM, PLT)

B SEP CO/BTRY/TRP OR ORG TNG SEPARATELY FROM EN

C ORGANIC CO/BTRY/TRP TNG WITH PARENT BN

D BN/SQDN (ENTER ONLY ON HHC/HHD/HHB)

N NOT APPLICABLE (YRT/FRAGMENTED AT/ETC.)

5. Weapons Qualification. In the column identified tyDe weapons
syste , enter the model(s) on hand within the unit, e.g. M60A3.
If the unit has more than one of a type weapons system, (such as
MG or MORTAR) use block (10) and/or (11) to reflect the system.
In addition, if the unit has crew served requirements not listed,
the blocks (10) and (11) will be used to list thG appropriate
system. (e.g. Engineer systems such as the Combat Engineer
Vehicle (CEV), MICLIC, etc.)

a.- c., Self explanatory.

d. Enter the number of crews that have trained key
personnel on weapons simulation systems, e.g. COFT to sustain
skills since last crew qualification.

e. Enter number of crews qualified in accordance with the
frequency outlined in DA Pam 350-38.

f. Enter a number that reflects the number of crews that
have experienced a change in key crew members (commander/gunner;
chief of section/gunner/numberl; etc.) within the last 12 months.
This means a loss of a key member from the crew, or the new
assignment of a key member to the crew. Cross training personnel
or internal crew moves as a result of promotion will not be
included.
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g. Enter the appropriate number (1) or (2) or both if
shortages in either ammunition or unavailability of ranges are a
material detractor to crew qualification.

h. The percentage, computer generated, will reflect the
ratio of crews qualified to crews assigned.

i. Enter either Y (YES) or N (NO) in the block provided if
battle rosters have been used and some cross training of other
unit personnel as crew members has been accomplished.

j. - k. Enter the number of services required/completed on
pacing items within the unit. During AT evaluation, a daily
Operational Readiness (OR) rate will be maintained on each Dacing
item and entered as a separate Raragraph in the evaluator's
narrative comments.

6. Enter number of individuals that qualified within the last 12
months. This number will be changed at the discretion of the unit
commander. Qualification includes day record firing, night record
firing and firing to standard while wearing MOPP4 (See DA Pam
350-38, Standards in Weapons Training.)

PART II - INDIVIDUAL TRAINING SUMMARY

NOTE: Unit commander is responsible for all entries
(except shaded areas) in PART II.

7. Enter Army Physical Readiness Test (APRT) figures based on the
past twelve months.

8. Enter mm/yy and the assessing headquarters (CONUSA, MUSARC,
TAG, etc.) of the last individual training assessment using the
FORSCOM Form IDT(R). The FORSCOM Form IDT(R) is self explanatory
and provides a standardized format for use by the chain of
command, State Authorities, MUSARC, and/or CONUSA during IDT
evaluation of units. A separate form will be used for each
evaluation, a copy of which will be provided to the respective
State Authority/MUSARC for input into the pilot automation
system. During the test year, the form will only apply to pilot
units. Enter T, P, or U as appropriate in blocks b. c. and c.
from the form. The overall results, a., will be computer
generated.

9. (External/formal evaluation only). Upon external evaluation
the evaluator will determine if the unit commander has an
educational plan for unit soldiers that are not qualified in their
duty MOS. The plan need not be formal or structured but should
clearly provide a "road map" using RF Schools, TRADOC schools,
academies, correspondence, SOJT (only as a last resort) or
combinations of the foregoing for each unqualified soldier. The
evaluator will enter either a Y or N as appropriate in block 9
and comment as appropriate in the evaluator's narrative.
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10. INDIVIDUAL (SOLDIER/LEADER) TRAINING.

(External/formal evaluaton only) An assessment by the evaluator of
the items on the progressive Common Task Test (CTT) will be based
on a GO/NOGO random sampling of at least 10 percent of the unit's
assigned enlisted strength. Note that the CTT items have purposly
been delimited for RC units so as to have general applicability
across all types. Use the following as a guide:

SL NR TASKS TO STANDARD NR TASKS TO STANDAPD FOR
FOR ASSESSING "TRAINED" ASSESSING "NEEDS PRACTICE"

SLl MIN 85% TASKS T 65%-85% TASKS P
TRAINED TO TRAINED TO
STANDARD STANDARD
(AT LEAST 6) (AT LEAST 5)

SL2 MUST BE PROF ON T MUST BE PROF ON P
SL2 TASKS AND SL2 TASKS AND
TRAINED ON 85% TRAINED ON 65%
0/ALL (AT LEAST 8) (AT LEAST 6)

SL3 SAME AS SL2 T SAME AS SL2 P
(AT LEAST 9) (AT LEAST 7)

SL4 SAME AS SL2 T SAME AS SL2 P
(AT LEAST 10) (AT LEAST 7)

Soldiers should train on tasks listed as a minimum on an annual
basis. The overall assessment, 11.a. will be computer generated.
Those tasks listed are the select tasks taken from the FY 92
CTT list. A new list will be published biennially with an
effective date of 1 October. Guidance in FR 135-7 will be
adjusted accordingly. Commanders are encouraged to incorporate
CTT events and appropriate evaluation thereof into unit collective
training.

PART III - OTHER

NOTE: Unit commander will make an initial assessment in
all items. Thereafter items 11 through 13 will only be changed
as a result of external evaluation.

11. (To be evaluated during external/formal evaluation). Enter a
T, P, U, N, or 0 in blocks ll.b. through f. The same general rule
for assessment of tasks as outlined in the table on page 5 should
apply for each of the ub_-areas listed. Subtasks for the purposes
of assessment are identified (1) through (n).

b. VJnt Character. When assessing the subtasks of physical
conditioning in the unit, the command climata, status of
discipline and appearance consider the following:
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- Demonstrated ability of soldiers
within the unit to accomplish the physical tasks associated with
the units wartime mission. (EX: FA gun crews able to move,
stack, prepare large ammunition rounds and cannisters. Dismounted
soldiers ability to participate in sustained operations or forced
movement over extended battlefield distances.)

- Performance of unit members on
the last APRT.

- Soldiers that do not appear to
meet the hight/weight standards and unit emphasis on the weight
control program.

- Command climate is a more
subjective and difficult area to measure. Consider pending
disciplinary actions; frequency of unaccounted for absences from
training; harmony observed within teams, sections, crews;
responsiveness to unit leadership; interest in the training being
conducted, leader concern for the welfare of soldiers as
demonstrated by setting the example, teaching, mentoring and
guiding soldiers through difficult training events and overall
teambuilding &ctivities.

- Discipline and appearance go
hand-in-hand. Observance of courtesy and customs of the service
to include wearing of the complete uniform whether in garrison or
field should be evaluated. (EX: It would be wholly inappropriate
to require that soldiers operate in MOPP4 where selected unit
leaders do not.)

c. Maintenance consciousness and attentiveness is critical
to sustained unit operations. The existence of Mobilization and
Equipment Training Sites, and Equipment Concentration Sites, with
the attendant full time maintenance personnel makes the challenge
to establish and enforce good maintenance practices in the field
even more important. Good maintenance practices are evident when
individual soldiers are responsible and take routine interest in
maintaining individual, crew served, mobile and special purpose

* equipment. Following are areas to consider:

- Preventive maintenance periods
scheduled and enforced. Leaders are involved.

- Overall condition of organic
equipment. Operators perform Preventive Maintenance Checks and
Services (PMCS).

- Repair parts are identified,
requisitioned and installed.
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- Command emphasis on
responsibility for operator/organizational maintenance and for
care and cleaning of individual weapons and equipment.

d. Safety considerations should include:

- Assessment of risk for all
operations. This will be indicated by accident prevention
measures being incorporated into operations orders, SOPs, LOIs and
other policies, procedures and regulations.

- Personnel trained to a
proficiency level that permits safe completion of tasks.

-- Drivers adequately trained
and lisenced

-- If night vision devices
required, personnel trained in their use.

-- Weapons crews trained
progressively so that system is operated safely.

- Safety precautions apply to all
operations. Certain operations impose a higher risk which should
be given greater priority and attention. Some high risk
operations include:

-- Motor vehicle operations
(convoys)

-- Explosives/ammunition
storage and handling

-- Aviation operations

-- POL handling and storage

-- Weaponb handling and live
fire operations

-- handling/storage and
transportation of hazardous/toxic material

-- Water operations

- - Insertion and extraction
techniques such as airborne operations, fast rope, rappelling, and
heliocasting
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e. Training time observations should include:

- Training is conducted so as to
maximize the time available at the AT site without taking
unnecessary breaks. Training should continue until the goals and
objectives set by the commander are met. This routinely means
training through the mid-weekend and providing individual or unit
breaks, if any, later in the AT period.

- Time effectively managed through
knowledge and use of a unit SOP

- Evidence of thorough preparation
and organization for training, to include a clear understanding of
the sequence of events and objectives to be accomplished.

- A clear understanding of the
tactical vice administrative nature of the training. This will
include any assumptions that must be made in compliance with land
management directives or installation regulations which preclude
certain activities that would normally be unrestricted in a
tactical situation.

- The use of preplanned "hip
pocket" training to fill any unaqticipated voids in the scenario.

- Leaders supervising/mentoring
soldiers at all levels from the first echelon supervisor to the
commander to ensure training execution is on track, adequate
guidance is provided, and on-the-spot corrections are promptly
made.

- Note that all training is
directed at the units wartime mission. Training distractors are
held to an absolute minimum.

12. SJtafN•TL. The evaluator will determine if a Staff METL has
been prepared, is ARTEP/AMTP based, and approved by the next
higher headquarters in the wartime chain of command. The Staff
METL for the HHC/HHD/HHB will be completed on form METL(R)
separate from organic unit METL(s) and will be attached to the
commander's worksheet. If the METL is other than ARTEP/AMTP
based, the basis for the METL will be addressed in the Commander's
narrative. The unit commander will make an initial assessment and
answer the questions pertaining to Staff METL with Yes or No. The
evaluator, during formal assessment, will validate the answers to
Staff METL questions and include appropriate comkments in the
evaluator's narrative. In addition to a review of the METL, the
evaluator should look for evidence of thorough planning,%unit
organization for training, direction provided by the leadership,
dissemination of orders and information, supervisory efforts by
those responsible for coordinating or special staff activities.
(EX: The Battalion trains not kept abreast of unit moves in
timely fashion whereupon support to elements of the battalion such
as provision of rations, supplies, ammunition, POL products lags)
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13. (To be assessed during external/formal evaluation) The
evaluator along with the unit commander will assess the goals and
objectives established for this AT period, review the training
level during the last and current year's AT, and will answer the
question with Y or N to indicate whether the goals set for the
unit were achieved. If the unit is considered trained to standard
at the goal set by FORSCOM, a Y will be entered in block 13.

14. The unit commander will, using the table on page 12 as a
guide, estimate the number of days required to bring his unit to a
fully trained status at current level of training. The number of
days will be entered in block 14.

15. Enter the number of additional training days required to
bring the unit from its current training level to a fully trained
condition "at the level organized" (if the current training level
is not the level organized). The following should be used as a
guide for the commander to use in making this assessment: Consider
the need for platoon level weapons qualification if not
completed. Normally a period of 10 to 14 days should be
figured. The commander must also consider his ability to conduct
some of this training in a multi-echelon environment with
different organizational levels training concurrently. (Note: The
sum total of the entries in blocks 14 and 15 should be the samd as
the number of days entered on the Unit Status Report (USR).

Combat Combat Su2port Combat Service

Maneuver Corps of Eng * Adjutant General
Infantry Signal Corps * Finance
Armor Chemical Corps Ordnance
CBT Avn Military Police * Quartermaster

Intel Transportation

Non-Maneuver
Field Arty
Air Defense
Combat Eng
Other Aviation Note: (*) Also service organization

TRAINING DAYS TO FULLY TRAINED

TO CO TO BN TO GP/BDE TO DIV

COMBAT

MANEUVER 14 21 14 7

NON-MNVR 14 14 7

COMBAT SPT 14 14 7

CBT SVC SPT 7 7
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PART IV - UNIT MISSION ESSENTIAL TASK LIST (METL)

The unit commander will enter the identification of the
appropriate training reference publication in the lead in block on
the METL/Battle Task form. Each METL task will be identified on
form METL(R), Part IV and the number of METL tasks for the unit
will be entered in block 16. Battle tasks will be listed in the
blocks provided on Part IVA, using additional pages used if
necessary. Each page will be subtotalled in block 23 and the
subtotal number of supporting squad/crew/team tasks in block 24.
The commander will make an initial assessment on each battle task
and each METL task, and will record individual results using the
standard T, P, U. Thereafter, changes will be made as a result
of training accomplished or during external evaluation. The unit
commander will also identify if the specific task is to be trained
during the period of AT, and/or reserved until the
post-mobilization period. In many cases, the determination will
be to train during AT and also retrain/sustain upon mobilization.
The commander should use the remarks block as specified. Soldier
supporting tasks and leader tasks must be trained to standard
prior to achieving proficiency on battle or METL tasks. When
making assessments refer to page 3-13 of FM 25-101 for generic
definitions of "Trained, Needs Practice, and Untrained." Specific
definition related to the task being measured is normally found on
page 5-2 of the unit AMTP. Ample time must be provided for
necessary repetition until each task is trained to standard. The
prime emphasis is train to standard and not to time. For ease of
reference in determining days to achieve proficiency on METL
tasks, use the following matrix:

CODE DIITQI NR DAYS AT CURR
TRAINING LEVEL

T Trained: Unit can perform 0 - 14 DAYS
task to standard: Requires
sustainment: Free of major
deficiencies.

P Needs Practice: Failure to 15 - 42 DAYS
meet standard in I or more Cdrs" call based
non-critical subtasks n nr failures

U Untrained: Failure to meet More than
standard in I or more critical 42 DAYS
subtasks /or/ in majority of
non-critical subtaska

N Not Applicable - Does not N/A
apply to this unit *

0 Not Observed - Applies to N/A
ext eval/AT/ORE, etc. only.**
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* If noted durina formal evaluation, each N must be
lustified in the evaluator's narrative.

** ADolies only during formal evaluation. Evaluator must
state the soecifics of why the oarticular tasks was not observed
in the evaluator's norrative.

Soldier tasks must be trained to standard that support each METL
task. Normally soldier supporting tasks, (including some MOS
specific and some Common Tasks) are outlined in the matrix for the
Platoon AMTP. A sample outline of the individual task to
collective task matrix is outlined in chapter 2 of FM 25-101.

Leader tasks that support each collective task are outlined in the
appropriate Training And Evaluation Outline (TE&O) in the AMTP.
As with soldier tasks, leader tasks must be trained to competence
before training on the collective METL task that is supported.

PART V - AUTHENTICATION AND REVIEW

This part is used upon conclusion of formal evaluation during
Annual Training (AT) only. The unit commander, evaluator, site
chief evaluator (when assigned) and each intervening level of
command will sign in the appropriate block. Space has been
provided for a short overall comment. Circle the appropriate
block to note that comments are attached. If an ORE has been
conducted within the last 12 months, a copy of the ORE will be
attached to the TAM as an enclosure. Any special mission
requirements unique to the specific type unit such as
certification of Special Operations Forces units will be addressed
in narrative format and attached as an enclosure to the Assessment
Model. Certification or lack thereof will not figure in the
graded measurements.

NOTES FOR THE EVALUATOR

When an external evaluation [whether AEE, normal AT evaluation,
Operational Readiness Evaluation (ORE) or Reserve Training Concept
(RTC), "Lanes Training") is being conducted, the evaluator will:

!

- Make entries in paragraph 11, Other Readiness Indicators,
(always mandatory), and Part IV on those tasks assessed.

r
- At the conclusion of the evaluation, provide written

comments, based on the After Action Reviews (AAR), on each METL
task attempted that is not trained to standard. Comments will
reflect weaknesses and recommended correction to collective, and
supporting leader/soldier tasks observed to include recommended
priority/sequencing for inclusion in the commander's Yearly
Training Plan (YTP).
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